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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

Db2 Tools Community Monthly Update
Join us on November 14, 2022 for our next monthly Db2 Tools Community webcast. Come see what we have
been working on and provide feedback to make sure that we are working on things you find of value when using
our products.

Db2 Tools Suite Roadmap Webcast
Did you miss the last update on November 8, 2022? Use this link to access a recording of this session. You must
register to view this recording.

Db2 Tools Community Monthly Update
Did you miss the last update? Use this Replay link to access a video and PDF of that session.

New Db2 13 Readiness Report
Are you ready to migrate to Db2 13? Use the new Db2 13 Readiness Report to determine whether your Db2
environment is ready for this migration. The Db2 for z/OS Report in MRI displays an overview of the Db2 13
migration challenges, including trends over time. This information prepares you to support the migration Db2 13
and helps you to understand the required, recommended, and suggested future work that remains to be done. For
more information, see Db2 for z/OS Report Details in the MRI documentation.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will be discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of
Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook,
this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will no
longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will be discontinued
effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We
categorize this maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software
packaging system. This maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all
published maintenance.

• With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include
additional details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score,
the CVSS Vector String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource
offers self-service information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

• To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain
Security and Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories
portal.

View Mainframe Technical Exchange 2022 Sessions
Broadcom's 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchange was held Oct 4-6, 2022. On-demand technical education
content is available to our customers through February 28th, 2023. To view the on-demand content, see the
Mainframe Technical Exchange site.
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Release Notes
The release notes explain the key features and details for Version 20.0 of Merge/Modify™ for Db2 for z/OS (Merge/
Modify).

Merge/Modify is an integral component of the family of solutions that we provide for z/OS.

Merge/Modify is a versatile utility for managing the backup and recovery of your Db2 tablespaces and indexspaces.

New Features
The following new product features and enhancements to existing features are now available in Version 20.0 of Merge/
Modify:

NOTE
To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that your products are current on maintenance. To
download and receive maintenance automatically, Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. To view the
available solutions, go to Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance solutions list on the Broadcom Support
portal and search by product name.

NOTE

For a list of enhancements for all the Database Management Solutions for Db2, click here. To request product
enhancements, contact a product manager or post your request in the "Ideation" section of the Db2 Tools
Community.

NOTE
DBM 20 IR 8 is the last incremental update for Version 20.0. New features and fixes are no longer bundled in
incremental PTFs. Instead, we have transitioned to a continuous delivery release model that provides individual
PTFs for new product features and product fixes. For more information, see Transition to Continuous Delivery.

Db2 13 Support (LU05995)

Db2 13 for z/OS support is now provided for function levels V13R1M100, V13R1M500, and V13R1M501.

To help you determine whether you are ready to upgrade to Db2 13, a new Db2 13 Readiness report is now available. For
more information, see Are you ready for Db2 13? by Chris Crone, Distinguished Engineer.

To specify the new function levels for Db2 13, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Db2 12 M508 Support for Multi-Table Tablespaces Migrated to UTS PBG (LU03859)

Merge/Modify now supports multi-table tablespaces that have been migrated to partition-by-growth universal tablespaces
through an ALTER TABLESPACE MOVE. This migration capability was introduced in function level V12R1M508. Merge/
Modify can process these migrated tablespaces. Merge/Modify also checks the IBM.SYSCOPY table before performing a
point-in-time (PIT) accumulation and does not allow accumulation to a PIT that precedes the migration.

Db2 12 Continuous Delivery Support

IBM Db2 12 for z/OS function levels V12R1M100, V12R1M500, and V12R1Mnnn are now supported.

Version 20.0 of Merge/Modify supports the IBM Db2 12 Continuous Delivery Model, which introduces new features in the
maintenance stream for faster adoption.
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WARNING
Customers who are moving to Db2 12 should upgrade to Version 20.0 of Merge/Modify to take advantage
of new Db2 12 features. In Version 19.0 of Merge/Modify, only Db2 12 function levels V12R1M100 and
V12R1M500 are supported.

NOTE
To specify the new function levels for Db2 12, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels.

Pervasive Encryption Support

Merge/Modify now supports IBM system z Pervasive Encryption.

8-character User ID Support

8-byte TSO/E user IDs for z/OS 2.3 are now fully supported across all Database Management Solutions for Db2, including
post-install processing.

Object List Manager Support for Selecting Objects Identified by Packages

The Object List Manager (OLM) utility now supports the base selection of objects by packages with PACKAGE
collection.package.version . For more information, see Use the Object List Manager in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 product documentation.

Support for Verifying Remaining Image Copies

The following new keywords are added to the MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE options to check the number of full and
incremental image copies that remain for tablespaces:

• MINIMUM-COPIES
• MINIMUM-FULLCOPIES

This check occurs after the MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE process completes.

Support for Extracting Image Copies from System-Level Backups

You can now extract image copies from system-level backups (SLBs). This enhancement adds support for the following
keywords and parameters to the MERGECOPY Control Statement:

• COPY-IMAGE-COPY now supports the LAST-SYSBACKUP parameter to extract a sequential image copy from the
most recent SLB for the object.

• The TEMPDDN keyword is introduced. TEMPDDN specifies which template the COPY-IMAGE-COPY LAST-
SYSBACKUP function should use for the temporary data set.

More Support for Wildcard Characters

You can now use wildcard characters to select multiple tablespace objects when you use the merge and modify
components.
Support for Wildcard Characters with MERGECOPY

The following keywords and their parameters have been updated for this enhancement:
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• MERGECOPY Control Statement
• DSNUM
• COPY-IMAGE-COPY
• COPYDDN
• COPY-TYPE
• RECOVERYDDN
• MAXTASKS
• TABLESPACE

Support for Wildcard Characters with MODIFY RECOVERY
The following keywords and their parameters have been updated for this enhancement:

• MODIFY RECOVERY Control Statement
• DELETE
• DSNUM

Support for the Immediate Deletion of Obsolete SYSLGRNX Records

The IBM MODIFY utility can now be called to delete obsolete SYSLGRNX rows immediately after the successful
execution of MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE AGE or MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE DATE. To enable this functionality,
specify LGRNX-STAGE(NO) and LGRNX-IBM(YES) in the PMM member of the high#level.CDBAPARM dataset. For more
information, see Delete SYSLGRNX Rows.

Modify Component Support for DSNUM PART and OR-DSNOTFOUND

The modify component now supports the following keyword options when you use MODIFY RECOVERY with the
DELETE AGE, DELETE DATE, or DELETE KEEP options:

• You can now specify DSNUM PART to delete all records for the copy data set and partition while leaving records
for object-level copies intact.

• You can now specify OR-DSNOTFOUND to delete all rows from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY that reference cataloged image
copy data sets that do not exist.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools that Broadcom offers to assist you in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List

From My Downloads on Broadcom Support, enter Db2 in the search box and select Db2 Administration, Db2
Performance, Db2 Recovery, Db2 Report Facility, or Db2 Utilities. Select the product and release to view the
solutions list.

• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:
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• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.
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Third-Party Software Agreements
This topic provides information about the third-party software agreements that apply to this release.

The third-party software agreements (copyright statements and licenses for open source software) that apply to this
release of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 are described in Third-Party Software Agreements (login
required).

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Merge/Modify™ for Db2 for z/OS (Merge/Modify)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Detector® for DB2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Fast Recover™ for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Recover)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Recovery Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Recovery Analyzer)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure Merge/Modify.

For detailed instructions and other installation use cases (like upgrading and installing maintenance), see the Installing
section in Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare for installation:
a. Review the installation best practices.
b. Verify that the installation requirements (hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met.

2. Acquire and install the product using CSM or native SMP/E (pax-ESD).
3. Install product maintenance using IBM z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels: (select the following options in the order presented)

a. Select option 0 (Settings - Define session and environmental options). Use these settings to manage and
maintain the configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the
following steps.

b. Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product parmlib members). This option lets you set
up global and product-specific parmlib members.
• Edit the global parmlib members first and then edit the product-specific parmlib members (PMM, UTIL) to set

site-specific default execution values.
• (Optional) Copy previous release information (CLISTs and parmlib members).

c. Select option 2 (Tailor - Execute product specific customization tasks). Select from the tasks to customize the
product, general facilities, and value pack components. For the utilities, select the PUT (Utilities General Functions)
task to prepare the work data set and optionally customize the Db2 environment.
• Be sure to review the product customization members. The members summarize the product-specific

customization requirements.
• Product tailoring does not require or interact with a Db2 subsystem. However, you must tailor the products on

each PTISYSxx member.
d. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute Db2 catalog customization tasks). This option generates JCL to perform Db2

tasks. Installation-related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks if applicable.
The installation-related tasks include starting Xmanager, creating the product objects, and binding the product
plans and packages. For Merge/Modify, you can also convert the change accumulation recovery tables from a
previous version.

NOTE
For a list of the Db2 objects that are created during installation, see Utilities Objects and Merge/Modify
Objects in Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

5. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, we recommend that you review the operational considerations and consider
customizing the product-specific parmlib member settings.
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Getting Started
Review the following information before using Merge/Modify:

• The product authorization requirements
• Operational considerations when using the product
• How this product can integrate with other products

Day 1 Task Checklist
Use this checklist to execute the key tasks that we recommend before you start using Merge/Modify.

To start using Merge/Modify, complete the following checklist.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can complete tasks in
parallel.

Task Description Role Status

Authorize a User Verify that you have required
authorizations to use the
product.

System Administrator
Database Administrator

Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Review Product Settings Review Merge/Modify settings
in the PMM and UTIL parmlib
members and adjust if needed.
You can also set up integration
with Fast Recover and Quick
Copy products.

Database Administrator Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Review Sample Jobs Review sample jobs for various
use cases for Merge/Modify.

Database Administrator Complete, TBD, or N/A.

(Optional) Create Log Files
Using Change Accumulation

Review this scenario to create
compact log data sets for your
recovery scenarios.

Database Administrator Complete, TBD, or N/A.

(Optional) Create Image Copies
Using Log Accumulation

Review this scenario to create
image copies by merging
existing copies with data from
the Db2 archive and active logs,
or from change accumulation
data sets.

Database Administrator Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Merge/Modify Authorizations
To run Merge/Modify, you must have EXECUTE authority on the product plans, plus one of these Db2 authorization
groups:
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• SYSADM or SYSCTRL authority
• DBADM or DBCTRL authority for the database containing the database objects being processed
• IMAGCOPYDB, DISPLAYDB, STARTDB, and STOPDB authorities for the database containing the database objects

being processed

NOTE

DBMAINT authority works in place of IMAGCOPYDB authority.

In addition, you need the following authorizations:

• READ authority on the active log, the archive logs, and the bootstrap data set (BSDS)
• READ authority on the Db2 directory (DSNDB01)
• CONTROL authority on the Db2 catalog (DSNDB06)

To use the online interface to generate JCL, you must have control interval read access to the Db2 catalog VSAM files.

Product Customization
Review the following settings in the PMM member of high‑level.CDBAPARM parmlib to achieve a stable performance of
Merge/Modify.

The PMM parmlib member in hlq.CDBAPARM stores default values for Merge/Modify.

For the optimal performance, we recommend that you specify the following vaules in the PMM parmlib member:
LOG-BACKUP YES

Specifies that the Merge/Modify ACCUMULATE control statement looks for log records to complete the recovery
when the image copy does not exist or the allocation of the image copy fails.

Use the following parmlib members to further customize Merge/Modify:
Global parmlib members

Identify default settings for a specific subsystem and for multiple distributed environments. These parameters
specify global installation and execution settings for all Database Management Solutions for Db2 products.

WARNING
Set up the global parmlib members before you create or edit the product parmlib members!

UTIL parmlib member
Specifies site-specific default execution values for all Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities.

You can also specify a value at the SYSIN DD level to override the parmlib value. If a value is already specified in the
PMM or UTIL member, include the value in your job only when you want to override the parmlib value.

NOTE
For more information about how to set up global parmlib members, how to prepare the UTIL and PMM parmlib
members, and full description of options, see the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Operational Considerations
This topic contains various Merge/Modify operational considerations.

Encoding Schemes

EBCDIC, ASCII, and Unicode encoding schemes are supported when the characters are the same. Merge/Modify also
supports compressed formats.
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FlashCopy Support Limitations

If the job input is an IBM FlashCopy, MERGECOPY and ACCUMULATE stop.

ACCUMULATE CHANGES uses the RBA from an IBM FlashCopy, but does not read the data set, because it works only
from the logs.

Data Sharing Support

Merge/Modify fully supports data sharing environments. The benefits of a data sharing environment include DASD and
CPU savings on each subsystem and improved data availability. Other benefits are configuration flexibility and dynamic
workload balancing by the MVS workload manager. In addition, data sharing does not affect existing applications.

In a data sharing environment, each Db2 member of the group has its own log, BSDS, and work files. Log Record
Sequence Numbers (LRSNs) are used instead of RBAs to provide a common log record across members in the
environment. LRSNs are used because the RBA of one Db2 subsystem has no relationship to another Db2 log. Merge/
Modify fully supports LRSN timestamps in the Db2 logs, therefore you can merge and accumulate database objects in a
data sharing environment.

You cannot specify RBAs in a data sharing environment, because data sharing uses LRSNs instead or RBAs to maintain
log records.

Data Set Allocation for Multi-Volume Data Sets

For objects that are multi-volume, Merge/Modify reallocates data sets using the same primary and secondary quantities
originally used. When the extents overflow to a second volume, the extent is sized as a secondary extent. The extent does
not revert to a primary extent size.

Restart Table Support

Merge/Modify does not use the restart table. All accumulate and modify jobs start from the beginning when restarted. You
cannot restart any ACCUMULATE or MODIFY job from a step within the job.

Supported Messages

Merge/Modify supports the following messages:
Externalized messages

The error, warning, and informational messages are externalized from the code. You can edit these external
messages to reword the text of the messages.
Do not change message numbers if you edit the message text.

PTIIMSG DD statements
You can optionally include a PTIIMSG DD statement in your JCL to specify a data set where all IFI and VSAM
output is written. Use this data set to separate the IFI and VSAM messages from other messages and make it
easier to review your job output. Use PTIIMSG with ALLMSGS.

Critical messages
Critical messagescontain errors, object status, and general processing messages. Merge/Modify writes critical
messages to the ddname that is specified for the CRITICAL-MSGDDN parameter in the UTIL parmlib member.
Using this ddname separates the critical messages from other messages, making it easier to review your job
output.

Handling Utilities Run with LOG NO

If a utility was run with LOG NO syntax during the log period being processed, log records are not available to accumulate.
We recommend that after running a utility with LOG NO, you take a full image copy of the object.
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Integration with Other Products
Merge/Modify is integrated with the following Broadcom utilities:

Fast Recover

Merge/Modify creates the accumulated log record file that Fast Recover can use as the input to the recovery process. This
file can be a change accumulation data set or a change accumulation log.

The change accumulation log accumulates and stores log records from multiple Db2 logs in a single, compact file. This file
contains recovery log records only for the tablespaces and indexspaces that you specify, down to the partition level. Fast
Recover and Merge/Modify log accumulation can use this file to reduce recovery and accumulate times by reducing the
amount of log data to be read.

Quick Copy

You can use copies that are taken with Quick Copy SNAPSHOT INSTANT in a standard recovery or a disaster
recovery. Specify COPY-IMAGE-COPY LAST-INSTANT to create standard Db2-registered image copies that are
recorded in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. After they have been recorded, these image copies can be used for local or recovery site
recoveries.

Quick Copy users can use the COPY-IMAGE-COPY function of Merge/Modify without owning a license for Merge/Modify.
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Using
Merge/Modify is a versatile utility for managing the backup and recovery of your Db2 tablespaces and indexspaces. This
section explains how to use Merge/Modify. The following list contains some of the tasks you can perform using Merge/
Modify components:

• Accumulate the log records from multiple Db2 logs into a single, compact file containing only recovery type log records
for the tablespaces, indexspaces, or their partitions you specify. This file can be used to create image copies or
recover objects. The use of this file significantly reduces recovery and log accumulation times by reducing the amount
of log data to be read.
The change accumulation function is especially useful in a data sharing environment where each member of a Db2
data sharing group has its own log data sets.
Change accumulation files cannot be used by IBM RECOVER. The change accumulation log files have a similar
format to the Db2 log files. However, IBM RECOVER does not recognize that these files exist. If IBM RECOVER is
used on a tablespace that has change accumulation files, the change accumulation logs are ignored. The Db2 logs are
used instead.

• Create up-to-date image copies without impacting live database objects. During an accumulate function, you can
create up-to-date image copies by merging incremental copies with full image copies and applying changes from the
archive and active Db2 logs. This process produces an up-to-date image copy. You can use image copy data sets
created from a Merge/Modify accumulation with the DSN1COPY utility.
Log accumulation files are compatible with IBM RECOVER. Log accumulation creates a standard incremental image
copy that can be used by IBM RECOVER and Fast Recover.

• Create a copy of an image copy. This option increases the availability of tape drives during image copy processing
without compromising the required data security for disaster recovery purposes.

• Manage and optimize your backup and recovery data in the SYSCOPY table. You can define granular criteria for
deleting image copy records from SYSCOPY. You can also have the utility automatically delete unwanted recovery
information from SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNX together with deleting the copy data sets. This option eliminates the need
to run IDCAMS or another utility to delete the data sets.
You can also automatically clean up database descriptors (DBD) to improve access to the system catalog. Provides
syntax compatibility with the IBM MODIFY RECOVERY utility.

• Create up-to-date full and incremental image copies by merging existing image copies.
Syntax compatibility with the IBM MERGECOPY utility is provided. The Execute Channel Program (EXCP) processing
reduces the CPU time and significantly reduces the elapsed time. Support for merging image copies in data sharing
environments is also provided.

The following features are global to all Merge/Modify components:

• Uses advanced VSAM I/O techniques.
• Lets you separate the messages (IFI VSAM, critical, and other), making it easy to review the job output.
• Lets you edit the external error, warning, and informational messages. These messages are external from the program

code.

Disaster Recovery

The following video illustrates how Merge/Modify can improve your Db2 disaster recovery process:

Db2 Command Processor

The Db2 Command Processor lets you execute Db2 commands from within a product session. This utility also provides
help with the command syntax.
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Best Practices
Review these best practices before you use Merge/Modify.

Recommended Parmlib Setting

We recommend that you specify LOG-BACKUP YES in the PMM member of hlq.CDBAPARM. This setting lets
the ACCUMULATE command look for log records to complete the recovery. These records may be needed when an
image copy does not exist or the image copy allocation fails.

Recommended Log Accumulation and Change Accumulation Schedule

Run the log accumulation function on each tablespace based on the importance of the tablespace. We recommend that
for critical tablespaces, you run the change accumulation function frequently between each log accumulation run.

Improve Merge/Modify Performance

To improve Merge/Modify performance, review your jobs and make the following changes:

• Use a single ACCUMULATE or ACCUMULATE CHANGES statement for all objects.
Merge/Modify reads the data sets once for each ACCUMULATE or ACCUMULATE CHANGES statement. Using a
single statement for all objects lets Merge/Modify process the Db2 recovery log more efficiently.

• Specify RETAIN YES.
Specifying RETAIN YES lets Merge/Modify optimize the recovery order of the objects and mount a VOLSER only once
during the ACCUMULATE or ACCUMULATE CHANGES statement.

Building Jobs
Using Merge/Modify consists of building JCL jobs that contain the appropriate syntax to perform the necessary tasks. This
section provides information on the following topics:

• How to build a JCL job
• How to verify your SYSIN statements
• How to use IBM JCL with Merge/Modify

Build a JCL Job
This scenario explains how to build a JCL job for Merge/Modify. Building a job consists of specifying valid JOB, EXEC,
and DD statements and inserting the appropriate utility syntax.

As a database administrator, you are responsible for maintaining the databases at your site. You accomplish this task
by using the Database Management Solutions for Db2 batch utilities. As part of this process, you build JCL jobs that
contain the appropriate syntax to perform the necessary tasks. For example, you might accumulate log records for specific
tablespaces or indexspaces into a single compact change accumulation file. You can then use the file to reduce the
recovery and log accumulation times significantly during the recovery process.

This scenario makes the following assumptions:

• A data set has already been allocated to contain your JCL.
• The data set does not have unusual profile options, such as PACK ON, that can interfere with processing.
• You have basic knowledge about how to code and submit JCL jobs.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:
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1. Specify a JOB statement.
2. Specify an EXEC statement.
3. Specify the DD statements.
4. Specify the utility syntax.

Specify a JOB Statement
A JOB statement marks the beginning of the job, specifies the job name, and provides more job information.

A JCL job requires a valid JOB statement to mark the beginning of the job, specify the job name, and provide more job
information. When you specify these parameters, follow the job standards at your site.

Specify the following JOB statement:

//jobname  JOB  (account),'jobdesc',CLASS=jobclass,MSGCLASS=outputclass,REGION=nM

The JOB statement has the following parameters:
jobname

Specifies the job name.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

account
Specifies the accounting information for the job.
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jobdesc
Provides a brief job description.

jobclass
Assigns a job class to the job.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

outputclass
Assigns an output class to the job log.
Limits: 1 character

nM
Specifies the amount of central or virtual space that the job requires, in megabytes.
We recommend specifying REGION=0M to let the utility use as much storage as required. Verify with your
systems programmer that user exits at your site are not restricting memory allocation for REGION=0M requests.

Specify an EXEC Statement
A JCL job requires a valid EXEC statement to specify the module to execute and other parameters.

For Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities, the EXEC statement calls the PTLDRIVM product driver.

Specify the following EXEC statement:

//stepname EXEC  PGM=PTLDRIVM, PARM=('[SUFFIX=xx,]EP=UTLGLCTL/Db2_subsystemid,

//                                  [CHECK|PREVIEW|RESTART,]planname, utilid ')

To continue the PARM= keyword onto a second line, enclose its specified value in parentheses as shown here. Also
enclose any subexpressions in apostrophes followed by a comma. The continued PARM value can begin anywhere
in columns 4 through 16 on the next line. No additional commas are required because enclosing the PARM value in
parentheses provides the continuation.

The EXEC statement has the following parameters:
SUFFIX=xx

(Optional) Specifies a suffix for the PTISYS parmlib member. Use this parameter when multiple members exist.
This parameter overrides the SUFFIX value in the ENVDEF parmlib member. If ENVDEF is not present and you
omit SUFFIX from your EXEC statement, SUFFIX defaults to 00.
For information about creating an ENVDEF parmlib member, see the topic Create an ENVDEF Global Parmlib
Member within the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Common Information documentation.

EP
Specifies the program name. Specify UTLGLCTL. This parameter is required.

Db2_subsystemid
Names the Db2 subsystem where the objects reside. If data sharing subgroups have been defined in the
SYS1.PARMLIB(IEFSSNxx) member, you can specify a subgroup name here instead. This parameter is required.

CHECK
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax without actually running the utility.
CHECK is valid with ACCUMULATE, ACCUMULATE CHANGES, and MERGECOPY jobs (but not with MODIFY).

NOTE
CHECK, PREVIEW, and RESTART are mutually exclusive. You can use only one of these parameters in
your EXEC statement.

PREVIEW
(Optional) Validates the utility statement syntax and verifies that the specified objects exist without actually
running the utility.
CHECK is valid with ACCUMULATE, ACCUMULATE CHANGES, and MERGECOPY jobs (but not with MODIFY).
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RESTART
Does nothing. Merge/Modify does not use the restart table and ignores the RESTART parameter. All accumulate
and modify jobs start from the beginning when restarted. You cannot restart any ACCUMULATE or MODIFY job
from a step within the job.

planname
Specifies the plan name for the Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities. This parameter overrides the
default plan name that is specified in hlq.CDBAPARM.

utilid
Specifies a utility ID for the job. Include a comma on the left side of the utilid variable or verify that the PARM
statement does not split over two lines. Do not include any spaces between quotes (for example, PARM=' parm').
Limits: 17 characters or less
If you omit utilid, it defaults to the following value:
userid.jobname

In the default ID, userid is the user ID of the job submitter and jobname is the job name.

NOTE
To restart a utility job that someone else submitted, specify the utility ID for that job in the EXEC
statement when you restart it. When the utility ID defaults to the user ID of the submitter, that user can
restart the job without specifying the utility ID.

Specify the DD Statements
DD statements specify the data sets that Merge/Modify needs.

Each utility call (a job step that executes a utility) requires a STEPLIB, PTIPARM, PTIMSG, and SYSIN DD statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following required DD statements:
//STEPLIB   DD  DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM   DD  DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxxx.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG    DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

See the following DD statement descriptions:
STEPLIB

Specifies the load libraries for the Database Management Solutions for Db2 utilities. If you do not specify a Db2
load library, the job fails.
If you run a utility on a table with an EDITPROC or FIELDPROC, the CDBALOAD concatenation in
hlq.CDBAPARM(SETUP) must specify the library containing the EDITPROC or FIELDPROC.

PTIPARM
Specifies the parameter library hlq.CDBAPARM.

PTIMSG
Specifies a data set to contain the status messages and output from the utility execution. This data set must be
fixed block.

2. (Optional) Specify one or more of the following DD statements in your job for optional data sets. Include a DD
statement for each data set you want to use (except for sort work data sets that can be dynamically allocated).
//ddname   DD DSN=hlq.ddname, 

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),
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//            UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE)

//*

//PTICRIDS DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PTIDRIDS DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PTIIMSG  DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PTILIB   DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.CDBALOAD

//         DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.SDSNEXIT

//         DD DISP=status,DSN=hlq.xxxxxxxx.SDSNLOAD

//*

//SLxxWKnn DD UNIT=unit_type,SPACE=(alloc_unit,(primary,secondary),RLSE), 

//            STORCLAS=NONSMS,DATACLAS=DEFAULT

//*

//SLxxMSG  DD SYSOUT=* 

//*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

ddname specified by CRITICAL-MSGDDN option
Defines a data set to contain critical messages describing errors, object status, and general processing.
Specifying a valid ddname for the CRITICAL-MSGDDN parameter in the UTIL parmlib member separates critical
messages from other messages, making it easier to review your job output.

PTICRIDS
Defines a data set that contains the Candidate RIDs report that is produced during the MODIFY SYSLGRNX
process. If you do not specify a data set, the report is placed in the PTIMSG.

PTIDRIDS
Defines a data set that contains the Deleted RIDs report that is produced during the MODIFY SYSLGRNX
process. If you do not specify a data set, the report is placed in the PTIMSG.

PTIIMSG
Defines a data set to contain IFI and IDCAMS messages. Using this data set separates the IFI and VSAM
messages from other messages, making it easier to review your job output. Use PTIIMSG with ALLMSGS.
We highly recommend including the PTIIMSG DD statement.

PTILIB
Defines a data set to contain load libraries. Include the PTILIB DD statement only if you want to run in IBM
compatibility mode.

SLxxWKnn
Defines the sort work data set to use when processing log records for SORTLOG recovery jobs. The xx is the
sort task number, and nn is the sort data set number. The utility uses dynamically allocated sort work data sets if
possible. If you do not use dynamic allocation, include DD statements for the sort work data sets and specify the
ddname that matches the form SLxxWKnn.

SLxxMSG
Defines the sort output messages data set to use during a SORTLOG recovery. The xx is the sort task number
and the nn is the sort data set number. If you omit the SLxxMSG DD statement, the utility allocates the sort work
data sets as SYSOUT * data sets. The output goes to the default message class for your job.

SYSUDUMP
Defines a data set to contain the dump that is created when a return code greater than 4 is returned by the job.
Include also the ABEND-TASK keyword in your syntax for the dump to be written to this SYSUDUMP.SYSOUT
data set.
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SYSnnnnn
Defines a data set that contains the Candidate RIDs or Deleted RIDs reports when the allocation of PTICRIDS or
PTIDRIDS failed. This data set is created automatically, do not specify SYSnnnnn DD statement in the JCL.

3. Specify the SYSIN DD statement. This statement is required, and it appears last in the job:
//SYSIN    DD  *

  MERGECOPY

SYSIN
Specifies the input data set from which to read the utility control statements. These statements begin with a utility
name (for example, MERGECOPY) and are followed by the utility-specific syntax.

Specify the Utility Syntax
Include the Merge/Modify syntax in your job as part of the SYSIN stream.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the appropriate control statement and keywords.
2. (Optional) Insert comments in the syntax:

– Enter an asterisk (*) in the first column to comment the entire line.
– Enter two hyphens (--) in the first two columns to comment the entire line.
These commenting tips apply only to Merge/Modify. Different utilities provide different support for comments.
The following example shows a comment:
//SYSIN DD * 

  MERGECOPY TABLESPACE SAMPDB.SAMPTS1 

  DSNUM ALL 

  NEWCOPY YES 

  COPYDDN(MERGECPY)

* COMMENT HERE

3. (Optional) Insert control statements for other utilities to invoke them in the same job. For example, Fast Recover can
use an accumulated log record file from Merge/Modify as the input to the recovery process.
A license is typically required for each utility.
Your JCL job has been built. You can now submit the job or save it for later reuse.

Verify SYSIN Control Statements Using UTCHECK REXX
You can use UTCHECK REXX to verify your SYSIN control statements. The SYSIN control statements for all Db2 utility
jobs (including existing jobs) must start with the utility statement. You can manually check your JCL for the required
utility statements. However, depending on the number of SYSIN control statements in your JCL, it can be easier to use
UTCHECK REXX. UTCHECK evaluates the JCL step by step and flags the in-stream SYSIN DD statements that do not
contain a valid utility name as the first command.

NOTE
UTCHECK executes only on in-stream SYSIN files. If your Db2 utility JCL executes a procedure, edit the
UTCHECK REXX exec to look for the procedure name. See the instructions in the UTCHECK REXX exec file.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a UTCHECK input data set that includes the name of the data set containing the JCL to check, and a list of the
members within that data set. The data set name must be the first word on the first line, and each member name must
be the first word on succeeding lines. UTCHECK REXX ignores any information following the data set and member
names.
See the following sample data set:
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CADB2.UTILITY.JCL

LOAD1

LOAD2

REORG1

COPY1

RECOVER1

You can use the ISPF Print Index function to generate the previous information. After you generate the listing, remove
all extraneous information from the file.

2. Open the UTCHECK JCL that is provided in the installation CDBAJCL library. Insert the name of your UTCHECK input
data set in the %UTCHECK < DATASET NAME > line.

3. Execute the following command, in which UTCHECK.input is the name of your input data set:
exec 'hlq.CDBACLS0(UTCHECK)' 'UTCHECK.input'

During execution, output messages indicate whether the JCL conforms to the SYSIN DD statement requirement.
Line numbers indicate the location of statements that do not conform to the requirement, as shown in the following
example:
USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(@PRRTEST) OK             

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPFL)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(BIGPRR)   line 198  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTECONV)  OK              

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   line 40  ********

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK               

USER1.TEST.JCL(GTEPRR)   OK

4. Edit your existing jobs as necessary to add the required utility statements.

Use IBM JCL with Broadcom Utilities
Merge/Modify uses syntax that is compatible with the IBM utilities.

You can use existing IBM utility JCL to run Merge/Modify with only minor changes. When Broadcom utilities run in IBM
compatibility mode, most IBM syntax is recognized.

Broadcom utilities adhere to IBM syntax diagram rules regarding the use of parentheses. Broadcom utilities tolerate the
use of parentheses only where documented in IBM syntax diagrams or as documented in the Reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a parmlib load module or add a PTIPARM DD that specifies the utilities parmlib name. See the following
example:
 //PTIPARM  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.relxxx.CDBAPARM

NOTE
For more information about how to set up global and product-specific parmlib members, see Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

2. Edit the IBM EXEC statement as follows:

• PGM=DSNUTILB
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Change the program name to XSNUTILB or rename module XSNUTILB in the Broadcom load library to
DSNUTILB.

• PARM='system,[uid],[utproc]'

Change system to the Db2 subsystem, uid to the utility ID of the job. Also change utproc to a valid restart
parameter to enable restart processing when XSNUTILB is executed.

See the following example:
 //Stepname EXEC PGM=XSNUTILB,PARM='DB2A,TESTUSER,RESTART(BYPASS)'

3. Modify STEPLIB to concatenate the Broadcom load library ahead of the Db2 load library.
4. (Optional) Include a PTILIB DD statement that contains the load libraries. See the following sample PTILIB DD

statement:
 

 //PTILIB     DD   DSN=PTIPROD.RELxxx.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

 //           DD   DSN=Vxxx.PRIVATE.DSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

 //           DD   DSN=DSN.Vxxx.DSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

 //*

          

Create Image Copies Using Log Accumulation
The log accumulation component creates an up-to-date image copy by merging existing copies with data from the Db2
archive and active logs, or from change accumulation data sets. The live tablespaces are still available to users during this
process. Merge/Modify accumulates the latest changes to create a current image copy that is registered to SYSCOPY.
The result is a full image copy that is consistent (essentially the same as a SHRLEVEL REFERENCE copy).

You can use log accumulation with change accumulation files and Fast Recover to significantly improve the accumulation
and recovery time. Merge/Modify merges copies with the change accumulation logs instead of the Db2 logs, reducing the
amount of log data to be read during accumulation and recovery.

Review the following considerations:

• You cannot use log accumulation to update image copies for SYSIBM.SYSCOPY or the Db2 directory.
• For added speed, you can update the image copies using a change accumulation log. To use this log, include USE-

CHANGE-ACCUM YES in the job. Using this log improves the performance.
• When you restart an ACCUMULATE job, it starts at the beginning.
• Log accumulation can use SHRLEVEL CHANGE image copies with no restrictions.

This article contains the following sections:

Create a Full Image Copy Using Log Accumulation

Typically, log accumulation merges log records with the last full image copy. However, if all your full image copies fail
allocation, you can use log accumulation to create a full image copy from the archive and active logs. You must have all
the log data sets from the creation of the object on, or from a LOAD LOG YES or REORG LOG YES.

To create a full image copy with log accumulation, include LOG-BACKUP YES in the log accumulation syntax. See the
following example:

//NEWCOPY1 DD  DSN=PDCJC.CCTS0R01.PCOPY01(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),           

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(?,?),RLSE),                      

//             VOL=SER=(TEST10)                                        

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                      

  ACCUMULATE TABLESPACE CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01                                 

   DSNUM ALL

   COPIES COPY01 (Y,NEWCOPY1,,LP)
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   LOG-BACKUP YES

   ARCHIVES-ONLY NO

   CHECK-DUPLICATES YES

/*

Invoke a Quiesce with Log Accumulation

You can optionally quiesce a tablespace before accumulating the active and archive log records with an image copy to
create an up-to-date image copy. The resulting image copy is SHRLEVEL REFERENCE. The image copy includes all
changes up to the quiesce point.

To quiesce the tablespace, include QUIESCE YES in your log accumulation syntax.

You cannot specify QUIESCE YES with a TORBA or ARCHIVES-ONLY log accumulation job.

Create Continuous Full Image Copies

We recommend creating a job schedule for your most critical data so that you always have recent full image copies.

To create continuous full image copies, see the following suggestions:

1. Every four hours, use change accumulation to accumulate the log records for the objects to a change accumulation
file.

2. When the change accumulation job completes, start a log accumulation job. Have the job create an image copy from
the last full image copy for the objects, using the log records in the change accumulation file.

The most recent full image copies for critical data are never more than four or five hours old, and access to the database
objects is not affected.

Dynamic Allocation of Image Copy Data Sets
You can allocate the image copy data sets dynamically by using the TEMPLATE statement or the PQCPARM parmlib
member.

Dynamic Allocation Using the TEMPLATE Statement

The TEMPLATE statement enables dynamic allocation of image copy data sets in an ACCUMULATE job, as shown in the
following example:

TEMPLATE ICTEMPLT

     DSN 'TSDUMP.&DB..&TS..&LR.&PB.&PA.(+1)'

     UNIT VTAPE RETPD 30 STACK YES GDGLIMIT 30

     DISP (NEW,CATLG,CATLG)

ACCUMULATE TABLESPACE PQC200DB.PQC200S1

           COPIES COPY01(Y,ICTEMPLT,,LP)

           TABLESPACE PQC200DB.PQC200S2

           COPIES COPY01(Y,ICTEMPLT,,LP)

           TABLESPACE PQC200DB.PQC200S3

           COPIES COPY01(Y,ICTEMPLT,,LP)

     RETAIN YES

     QUIESCE YES

The following keywords are used to optimize the accumulation processing:

RETAIN YES
Keeps all dynamically allocated image copy tape volumes mounted during the ACCUMULATE.
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QUIESCE YES
Quiesces the tablespaces before ACCUMULATE to produce SHRLEVEL REFERENCE image copy including all
changes up to the QUIESCE point.

Dynamic Allocation Using the PQCPARM Parmlib Member

You can also use the PQCPARM syntax to dynamically allocate image copy data sets. See the following example:

ACCUMULATE TABLESPACE PQC200DB.PQC200S1

           COPIES COPY01(Y,PMMCOPY1,,LP)

           TABLESPACE PQC200DB.PQC200S2

           COPIES COPY01(Y,PMMCOPY2,,LP)

           TABLESPACE PQC200DB.PQC200S3

           COPIES COPY01(Y,PMMCOPY3,,LP)

     TOLOGPOINT LAST-LOGPOINT

     MAXTASKS 3

     PQCPARM PMMDYN

     USE-CHANGE-ACCUM YES

The following keywords optimize the accumulation processing:

TOLOGPOINT
Reads the log up to the last image copy or quiesce point.

MAXTASKS
Specifies the number of concurrent tasks.

PQCPARM
Specifies the alternate parmlib member that provides the dynamic image copy allocation parameters.

USE-CHANGE-ACCUM
Reads the change accumulation logs during ACCUMULATE processing.

Create Log Files Using Change Accumulation
The change accumulation component extracts log records from multiple Db2 logs or change accumulation logs into
a single compact data set. This data set contains only recovery type log records for the specified tablespaces or
indexspaces, down to the partition level. The information is registered in change accumulation recovery tables. Merge/
Modify can also sort log records to stack change accumulation data sets to tape.

NOTE
A subsystem cannot use change accumulation unless the change accumulation recovery tables (PTI.ALOGFILE
and PTI.ALOGRANGE_1700) reside on that subsystem.

You can use the resulting change accumulation file with log accumulation and Fast Recover to reduce the amount of log
data to read when recovering objects. The last log accumulation file contains all the log records necessary for recovery.

The change accumulation uses the following process:

1. The first time that you run a change accumulation job, log records are extracted from the Db2 archive and active logs.
The extraction starts at the RBA of the most recent image copy for the database objects.

2. The extracted log records are written to the change accumulation data set. The data set is registered in the
PTI.ALOGFILE change accumulation recovery table. Rows are inserted into PTI.ALOGRANGE_1700 for each object
that is accumulated into the data set

3. On the subsequent run, change accumulation reads the log records from the previous change accumulation data
set. The log records are merged with any log records from the Db2 log that have been created since the last change
accumulation run. The merged data is written to a new change accumulation log file.
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You can use the Change Accumulate - Strategy Services ISPF interface to generate and submit change accumulation
jobs. This online facility provides an easy method of generating change accumulation job streams quickly and without
error.

To use your change accumulation files efficiently, follow these steps:

1. Decide how to organize your change accumulation files.
2. Create change accumulation strategies.
3. Update the change accumulation files regularly.
4. Maintain the recovery information in the change accumulation tables.

Change Accumulation Organization

The first step in using change accumulation is to choose the database objects for which to accumulate log records.
Change accumulation offers the biggest advantage on a busy subsystem. You can group related objects together in one
log accumulation file, or have separate files for each object, or even each partition.

You can decide how to group the objects and partitions based on their level of activity, their logical relationships, or how
often you recover the objects. We recommend grouping objects with heavy activity together. Conversely, group partitions
with frequent updates and objects with infrequent updates in separate log files. You can decide how frequently to submit
the change accumulation job based on the object or partition grouping.

Different object can have different image copy schedules and different change accumulation schedules. If you accumulate
the log records for an object regularly, you can reduce the frequency of the image copies.

The first time that you run a change accumulation job, log records are extracted from the archive and active logs. The
extraction starts at the RBA of the most recent image copy of the object. Subsequent jobs extract new log records and
merge them with the existing change accumulation records to create a change accumulation file.

NOTE

Change accumulation adds an RBA or LRSN and two flag bytes to each log record. To estimate a size for the
file, consider the row size of the tables in the tablespace, the update activity on the tablespace, and the time
between image copies. To be safe, most users set the allocations larger than necessary.

Change Accumulation Strategies

A change accumulation strategy is a stored collection of information that specifies which objects to accumulate log records
for, and records your selected options.

The change accumulation ISPF interface lets you create a strategy for every change accumulation job you run regularly.
Then re-execute the strategy and generate updated JCL. You can submit the JCL immediately or you can write it to a data
set for later submission.

Regular Change Accumulation File Updates

Update your change accumulation files regularly. For greater efficiency, update all change accumulation files in one
ACCUMULATE CHANGES statement using the SORTLOG keyword so that Merge/Modify reads the log files only once.

To accumulate the log records for all the tablespaces in a particular database in one file, use the DATABASE keyword.
That way, you do not need to specify all the tablespace names.

The following syntax updates two log accumulation files concurrently. LOGLP1 contains log records for tablespaces TS01
and TS02. LOGLP2 contains log records for the first partition of tablespace TS03:

//LOGLP1   DD DSN=PMM.DATA.LOGLP1,                     

//          SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),LRECL=80   

//LOGLB1   DD DSN=PMM.DATA.LOGLB1,                     

//          SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),LRECL=80   
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//LOGLP2   DD DSN=PMM.DATA.LOGLP2,                     

//          SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),DISP=(NEW,CATLG),LRECL=80   

//*

//SYSIN    DD   *  

  ACCUMULATE CHANGES

    LOG-DDN(LOGLP1, LP, LOGLB1, LB)

    TABLESPACE DBXX.TS01 DSNUM ALL

    TABLESPACE DBXX.TS02 DSNUM ALL

    LOG-DDN(LOGLP2, LP)

    TABLESPACE DBZZ.TS03 DSNUM 1

    SORTLOG

/*

Maintenance of Change Accumulation Recovery Tables

When you run a change accumulation job, Merge/Modify stores the recovery log records for a specified object grouping in
a change accumulation log. Recovery information for this log is stored in two change accumulation recovery tables.

Use the same principles that you use for SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNX to decide what to delete from the change
accumulation recovery tables. You can use MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM syntax to update these tables.

You have the following options:

• Delete all records of change accumulation files that are older than n days. Use the DELETE keyword.
• Delete all records of change accumulation files made before the date specified. Use the DELETE keyword.
• Delete all records of change accumulation files that were made before the last image copy. Specify DELETE BEFORE-

LAST-COPY.
• Delete all records of change accumulation files that were made after the last image copy. Specify DELETE SINCE-

LAST-COPY.
• Delete the ALOGFILE record for the last (most recent) change accumulation log of the tablespace. Specify DELETE

LAST-LOG.
• Delete all records of change accumulation files for the named tablespace except the last n files. Use the DELETE

keyword.

You can also specify DELETE-DATASETS YES in the job syntax to delete the change accumulation file with the record of
the file.

Create and Execute a Change Accumulation Strategy
A change accumulation strategy is a stored collection of ACCUMULATE CHANGES control statements. These statements
specify which database objects, tablespaces, or indexspaces for which Merge/Modify accumulates the log records. After
you create a strategy, you can generate JCL to execute the strategy. The JCL can be submitted immediately or written to
a data set for later submission.

You can base your strategies on logical groupings of objects. These groupings can use criteria such as the level of activity
against the tables, the logical object relationships, or how frequently you recover the objects. Different database objects
can have different image copy schedules and different log accumulation schedules. You can group related database
objects together in one log accumulation file, or have separate files for each database object. You can even have separate
files for each partition.

This diagram illustrates how to create a change accumulation strategy:
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Perform the following tasks to create a change accumulation strategy using Database Management Solutions for Db2
main menu ISPF panels:

1. Create a Change Accumulation Strategy.
2. Define Change Accumulation Data Sets for the Strategy.
3. Specify Objects for Change Accumulation.
4. Execute the Change Accumulation Strategy.
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Create a Change Accumulation Strategy

You can create a strategy for every change accumulation job that you run regularly.

Follow these steps:

1. Type MM in the command line of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 main menu and press Enter.
The Change Accumulate - Strategy Services panel appears.

2. Type C in the Cmd field on the first line, type a strategy name in the Strategy field, fill the Description field, and press
Enter.
Alternately, you can copy an existing strategy and can use it as a template for a new strategy. To copy a strategy, type
T next to an existing strategy and press Enter.
The Accumulate Changes Strategy Creation panel appears.

Define Change Accumulation Data Sets for the Strategy

After you have specified the name and description of the strategy, add change accumulation data sets to the strategy.
Change accumulation data sets contain the extract and accumulate records. You can define up to four sets of ddnames
and image types. You can specify whether the data set is for local or remote (recovery) sites and whether the file is a
primary or backup. The local primary ddname (LP) is mandatory. The backup files (LB, RB) can be used only in a pair with
primary files.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the change accumulation data set name for the first data set in the LP Accumulate Log Dataset Mask field on the
Accumulate Changes Strategy Creation panel.
Type Y in the Log DS Attrib field and press Enter.
The Accumulate Changes Dataset Masks panel appears.

2. Type the unit and any required allocation information for the LOGLP1 data set under LP DS Mask.
To add a backup data set, type the data set name, unit, and any required allocation information for the LOGLB1 data
set under LB DS Mask. Press F3 (End).
The Accumulate Changes Strategy Creation panel appears.

WARNING
No changes to the strategy log data sets are saved until you save the entire strategy.

Specify Objects for Change Accumulation

After you add the change accumulation data sets to the strategy, specify the database objects for which to accumulate log
records in specified data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Type Y in the Stmt List field next to the LOGLP1 data set on the Accumulate Changes Strategy Creation panel and
press Enter.
The Accumulate Changes Statement Selection panel appears.

2. Type the database name in the Qualifier 1 field. Type the tablespace name in the Qualifier 2 field next to the
TABLESPACE statement.
You can use the % character to search for tablespaces. For example, type TS% in the Qualifier 2 field, enter the L line
command and press Enter.
The Accumulate Changes TABLESPACE panel appears to display all tablespaces in the database that start with TS.

3. Select the tablespaces and press PF3 (End).
The TABLESPACE statements appear under CURRENT SELECTION in the Accumulate Changes Statement
Selection panel.

4. To add the INDEX ALL TABLESPACE statements to your strategy, type R next to both statement lines and press
Enter.
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Both of the lines are duplicated.
5. Type X next to the duplicated lines and press Enter.

The detail panel of the first statement appears.
6. Change the statement ID from TS (TABLESPACE) to ITS (INDEX ALL TABLESPACE) and press PF3 (End).

The detail panel of the second statement appears.
7. Change the statement ID from TS (TABLESPACE) to ITS and press PF3 (End).

Two pairs of TABLESPACE and INDEX ALL TABLESPACE statements appear under CURRENT SELECTION in the
Accumulate Changes Statement Selection panel.

8. Press F3 (End).
The Accumulate Changes Strategy Creation panel appears.

9. Press F3 (End).
Your change accumulation strategy is saved.

Execute the Change Accumulation Strategy

After you save your strategy, you can generate JCL for the strategy. You can submit the JCL immediately or you can store
it in a data set for later submission.

Follow these steps:

1. Type A next to your new strategy and press Enter.
The Accumulate Changes Strategy Execution panel appears.

2. Specify the execution options for the strategy as listed in the panel and press PF3 (End).
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

3. Enter the required information and press Enter.
The change accumulation strategy is executed. The log data of the objects that you specified in the object statements
are written to appropriate change accumulation data sets.

Use Change Accumulation with Fast Recover
Fast Recover can read the output of the change accumulation component instead of the Db2 archive log for faster
processing.

The change accumulation component accumulates log records from multiple Db2 logs into a single, compact file
containing only recovery-type log records for the objects that you specify. Fast Recover lets you apply log records from
this file rather than from the active and archive log data sets. Because the change accumulation log contains information
for only your specified objects or partitions, it is faster to read this log than to read the Db2 archive log.

When you use the change accumulation log file with Fast Recover, consider the following items:

• You must have already accumulated the log records for the specified objects, using ACCUMULATE CHANGES.
• Merge/Modify and Fast Recover use two change accumulation recovery tables to track information about the change

accumulation files. These tables must be in the subsystem that is performing the recovery.
• To perform the recovery with the records in the change accumulation file, specify USE-CHANGE-ACCUM YES in the

Fast Recover syntax. Fast Recover uses the correct change accumulation file for the objects being recovered. If the
most recent changes have not been accumulated, Fast Recover accumulates them from the log data sets.

To use the change accumulation log file from Recovery Analyzer, edit the Fast Recover job and add USE-CHANGE-
ACCUM YES. You cannot include it automatically from the Fast Recover Options panel in Recovery Analyzer.

 Suggested Uses for Change Accumulation
The change accumulation function can be used in various ways:
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Process Objects By Partitions
The following examples show various settings to process tablespaces and indexspaces by partitions:

• If you use wildcards in your job to select objects, the objects are processed by partitions, regardless of any
other setting.
The following statements recover the tablespaces or indexspaces of the database by partitions:
ACCUMULATE BY-PART NO DATABASE D%1

ACCUMULATE INDEX(ALL) DATABASE D%1

ACCUMULATE TABLESPACE D%2.TS% DSNUM ALL

ACCUMULATE INDEXSPACE D%2.ISP% PART ALL

• If you specify BY-PART YES for a database in the job, the partitioned tablespaces in the database
are processed by partitions. The ALLPARTS NO or BY-PART NO options in the parmlib member are
overridden.
The following statement recovers all partitioned tablespaces in the DB1 database by partitions:
ACCUMULATE BY-PART YES DATABASE DB1

• If you specify ALLPARTS YES in the parmlib member, objects in all recovery jobs are always processed by
partitions, regardless of any other settings.
With ALLPARTS YES specified in the parmlib member, the following statements process the tablespaces
or indexspaces in the DB1 database by partitions:
ACCUMULATE BY-PART NO DATABASE DB1

ACCUMULATE TABLESPACE DB1.TS1 DSNUM ALL

ACCUMULATE INDEXSPACE DB1.ISP1 PART ALL

If you specify ALLPARTS NO and BY-PART YES in the parmlib member, only objects that are specified
with a DATABASE statement are processed by partitions.

Partition Level Accumulation

If individual object partitions have extensive updates, use change accumulation to create a change accumulation log file
for each partition and run the job frequently. The recovery of these partitions is faster because the only log that is required
is the change accumulation log from the most frequent run of the ACCUMULATE CHANGES job. You can then decrease
the frequency of the image copies for these objects because the amount of Db2 log data that is required during recovery
is reduced significantly.

Object Level Accumulation

If you want to track object updates at an object level, you can specify one change accumulation log per object. By running
the change accumulation job frequently, you can always have a current record of the log for each object specified.

Multiple Object Accumulation

For objects that are updated infrequently, accumulate their changes in one change accumulation log and use SORTLOG
to maximize the performance.

This method decreases recovery time compared to recovering the same objects from Db2 logs. Image copies can also be
taken less frequently because the object changes are filtered into a single change accumulation log file. This log is much
smaller than the Db2 archive log, which contains changes to all objects in the system. Note, however, that adding more
objects to the change accumulation log also increases the time to read the log.

Automated Object Accumulation

If a database frequently has objects added or removed, use ACCUMULATE CHANGES with the DATABASE keyword.
This keyword combination automatically populates your syntax with the objects that are in the database at the time the job
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is executed. You do not have to identify the current objects in the database every time you run the change accumulation
job.

How to Reduce Recovery Resources by Multitasking Recovery Jobs

If you have many objects to recover from archive logs that are on tape, we recommend breaking up the recoveries into
many jobs. You can use change accumulation to multitask the recovery jobs on numerous recoveries and reduce the
required recovery resources. You can run one change accumulation job and then send the changes to a single change
accumulation log file or to multiple log files. This method takes one pass through the Db2 archive log to create the log files
for the specified objects (or database, if you automatically include all objects in a database). If you then send this change
accumulation log file to disk, you can multitask the recovery jobs for these objects. There is no contention with the Db2 log
because the change accumulation log is read instead of the Db2 log.

Specifying Output for Change Accumulation
You can create one change accumulation file for an entire database or you can create a separate file for each tablespace.

Create One Change Accumulation File for an Entire Database

The following ACCUMULATE CHANGES syntax creates a single change accumulation file for an entire database:

//* 

//LOGLP1 DD DSN=hlq.dbname.LP(+1),

//          DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//          UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50),RLSE)

//*

//SYSIN DD

  ACCUMULATE CHANGES

     LOG-DDN(LOGLP1,LP)

     DATABASE dbname

  SORTLOG

  SORTNUM 4

  SORTSIZE 4M

  ESTIMATED-RECS 10000

  USE-CHANGE-ACCUM YES

Create Separate Change Accumulation File for Each Tablespace

The following ACCUMULATE CHANGES syntax creates a separate change accumulation file for each tablespace:

//*

//LOGLP1 DD DSN=hlq.tsname1.LP(+1),

//          DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//          UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50),RLSE)

//LOGLP2 DD DSN=hlq.tsname2.LP(+1),

//          DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//          UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50),RLSE)

//LOGLP3 DD DSN=hlq.tsname3.LP(+1),

//          DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//          UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(50,50),RLSE)

//*

//SYSIN DD 

    ACCUMULATE CHANGES
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        LOG-DDN(LOGLP1,LP)

        TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname1

        LOG-DDN(LOGLP2,LP)

        TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname2

        LOG-DDN(LOGLP3,LP)

        TABLESPACE dbname1.tsname3

   SORTLOG

   SORTNUM 4

   SORTSIZE 4M

   ESTIMATED-RECS 10000

   USE-CHANGE-ACCUM YES

Change Accumulation Recovery Tables
A change accumulation job writes the recovery log records to a change accumulation log. Recovery information for this
log is stored in the following recovery tables. These tables are created automatically during the product installation:

• PTI.ALOGFILE
• PTI.ALOGRANGE_1700

PTI.ALOGFILE Recovery Table

PTI.ALOGFILE is equivalent to SYSCOPY, recording all the backup data sets that can be used in the recovery process.
ALOGFILE contains one row for each change accumulation log data set and contains the following columns:

STRATEGY_CREATOR
Identifies the user ID of the creator of the change accumulation strategy.

STRATEGY_NAME
Identifies the name of the change accumulation strategy.

ACCUM_KEY
Identifies the key with which the ALOGFILE rows are tied to ALOGRANGE_1700 rows.

STATUS
Identifies whether SORT has been used.

DSNAME
Identifies the data set name.

UNIT
Identifies the media type used for the image copy:

• D—DASD
• T—Tape

DEVTYPE
Identifies the device type for the copy.

FILESEQ
Identifies the tape sequence number for this image copy if using tapes.

TYPE
Identifies the type of image copy. The following values are available:
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• (Required) LP—Local primary
• LB—Local backup
• RP—Remote primary
• RB—Remote backup

DATE
Identifies the date that this row was added to PTI.ALOGFILE.

TIME
Identifies the time (hhmmss) that this row was added to PTI.ALOGFILE.

DSVOLSER
Provides a list of volume serial numbers that the image copy data set uses.

VERSION
Identifies the version of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 that created the accumulation file. The
following values are available:

• X'00'—Version 16.0
• X'01'—Version 16.0, converted to be available in version 17.0
• X'02'—Version 17.0

PTI.ALOGRANGE_1700 Recovery Table

PTI.ALOGRANGE_1700 is equivalent to SYSLGRNX, recording all tablespace or indexspace RBA or LRSN ranges that
have been accumulated. ALOGRANGE_1700 contains one row per tablespace or indexspace or partition and contains
the following columns:

STRATEGY_CREATOR
Identifies the user ID of the creator of the change accumulation strategy.

STRATEGY_NAME
Identifies the name of the change accumulation strategy.

ACCUM_KEY
Identifies the key with which the ALOGFILE rows are tied to ALOGRANGE_1700 rows.

DBNAME
Identifies the database name.

TSNAME
Identifies the tablespace or indexspace name.

DBID
Identifies the DBID of the tablespace.

PSID
Identifies the OBID of the tablespace or ISOBID of the indexspace.

DSNUM
Identifies the partition number of a partitioned tablespace.

START_LOGPOINT
Identifies the start RBA or LRSN at time of the modification.

END_LOGPOINT
Identifies the end RBA or LRSN at the time of data set CLOSE.

LOGRECS_EXP
Identifies the number of log records that are merged, in decimal format (with a maximum value of
99.999.999.999).
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LOGBYTES_EXP
Identifies the number of bytes for this tablespace in the change accumulation log, in decimal format. The
maximum value is 999.999.999.999.999.

OTYPE
Identifies the entry type:

• T—Tablespace
• I—Indexspace

Maintain the SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNX Tables Using MODIFY
Maintain your SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNX tables by using the MODIFY component. Using MODIFY on the SYSCOPY
table improves the performance of consistency checking, image copy processing, recoveries, and reorganizations. Using
MODIFY on the SYSLGRNX directory table increases the efficiency of Db2 directory scans. Performing this maintenance
regularly optimizes your backup and recovery data.

The MODIFY component deletes, updates, or inserts SYSCOPY rows, or deletes PTI.ALOGFILE and
PTI.ALOGRANGE_1700 rows for the specified objects. The component also deletes the associated image copy data sets
or change accumulation data sets.

The MODIFY component provides syntax compatibility with the IBM MODIFY RECOVERY function, with increased
efficiency and several advanced features. For example, the component supports the automated deletion of dated recovery
information and copy data sets from SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNX.

When you restart a MODIFY job, it starts at the beginning.

This article is organized into the following sections:

SYSCOPY Purging

Maintaining the recovery information in the Db2 catalog should be a routine DBA activity. Cleaning up SYSCOPY regularly
helps improve performance of the CHECK, COPY, RECOVER, and REORG utilities.

Use the MODIFY component to delete the records for unneeded incremental and full image copies from
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

The MODIFY component offers flexibility in selecting the records to delete. You can delete SYSCOPY records by using
any valid SQL statement referencing the columns in SYSCOPY. For example, you can delete records for a particular
tablespace based on one of the following criteria:

• Age (delete all records older than n days)
• Date (delete all records of image copies that were created before the specified date)
• Last copy (delete the record for the last image copy)
• Keep n copies (keep the records for the most recent n copies)

You can specify the number of copies to keep or use a generation data group limit (GDGLIMIT).
• Keep copies that are within the Db2 log range

The SYSCOPY row deletion process is separate from the SYSLGRNX row deletion process. You can reinsert any
SYSCOPY rows that were deleted in error, and still use the SYSLGRNX records for a recovery.

Review the following considerations:
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• The PREVIEW keyword lets you execute the delete functions in a simulation-only mode to verify that you are modifying
the correct items before deleting them.

• If you are running MODIFY DELETE DATE or MODIFY DELETE AGE, Merge/Modify registers a SYSLGRNX deletion
point.

• If you are running MODIFY DELETE DATE, MODIFY DELETE AGE, or MODIFY DELETE KEEP, Merge/Modify
updates the version information for the specified objects.

How MODIFY RECOVERY Updates Version Information

Version information updates are disabled by default. To enable version information updates, specify RECLAIM-VERSION
YES in the PMM parmlib member in hlq.CDBAPARM.

When you run MODIFY RECOVERY with RECLAIM-VERSION YES, the version information for the tablespaces and
indexes is updated with the COPY YES attribute. The MODIFY component then calls the IBM REPAIR utility to rebuild
the DBD to reflect the catalog changes. As a result, values for the OLDEST_VERSION column in the Db2 catalog remain
available.

Depending on the object type, the following catalog tables are updated:

• SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE
• SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART
• SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES
• SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART
• SYSIBM.SYSOBDS

WARNING
The REBUILD DBD is processed on a database level. To avoid DBD rebuild failures, verify that no other jobs or
utilities are using the database objects before running MODIFY RECOVERY with version information updates.

During the DBD rebuild, the database access changes to utility only (UT) and the database is available only for Db2
online utilities and the SQL DROP statement. When the DBD rebuild completes, the MODIFY component automatically
tries to start the database in the read/write mode. If the DBD rebuild fails, the object stays in the (UT) status and it is not
accessible.

After the version update is complete, rebind all trigger packages that are associated with the tables in the database.
Otherwise, these packages are invalidated.

SYSCOPY Maintenance

You can update and insert rows in SYSCOPY. Inserts can perform the following actions:

• Specify the entire row
• Specify a few columns and take defaults for the remaining columns
• Template an existing row to create an entry

Deletion of SYSLGRNX Records

When you delete SYSCOPY records, the associated SYSLGRNX records with a log RBA (relative byte address) before
the START_RBA of the most current deleted SYSCOPY record can also be deleted.

Deleting unneeded SYSLGRNX records increases Db2 efficiency during recover processing. Regular maintenance of
SYSLGRNX records helps protect the Db2 directory space from becoming full.

The MODIFY SYSLGRNX delete process contains the following internal phases:

1. Reading the stage table
2. Identifying the candidate rows
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3. Creating image copies
4. Processing candidate rows
5. Purging
6. Cleaning up

The MODIFY SYSLGRNX delete process invokes IBM utilities with a UTILID of PMMPURGE. The process creates one
report with two sections:

• The first section lists the key of each record that is marked for deletion from SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX. This list is ordered
by DBID, PSID, PART, and START LRSN in descending order.

• The second section lists the deleted rows by page number.

The MODIFY SYSLGRNX delete process requires taking Db2 image copies of DSNDB01.SYSLGRNX. The image copy
names are determined by the templates in the PMM parmlib member. Four templates are provided:

• LGRNX-IC
• LGRNX-IC-NORMAL
• LGRNX-IC-PREVIEW
• LGRNX-IC-ERROR

Delete Related Image Copies

After an image copy is obsolete, you have no reason to keep the image copy data set.

To delete the image copies that are related to the records being deleted, specify DELETE DATASETS YES.

Copy Pending Status

If you delete recovery information that would leave the tablespace without a full image copy, the tablespace is placed in
copy pending status. If the tablespace is already in copy pending status and you insert the copy information in SYSCOPY,
the status does not reset.

Delete Old Change Accumulation Logs

You can delete old change accumulation logs that are no longer needed.

To delete change accumulation logs, specify MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM.

DBD Cleanup Using REBUILD-DBD

When a table is dropped in a database, the entry for that table remains in the DBD. The rows still exist in the space and
certain functions cannot handle rows with OBIDs that are not in the DBD. These extra rows can make the DBD too large
to load into the Db2 address space.

Typically, the following events clean up the DBD:

• You perform a REORG to remove the rows for the deleted tables.
• You run MODIFY to remove any image copies that reference the deleted rows. MODIFY rebuilds the DBD.

However, you may drop tables frequently without reorganizing the database; for example, when using a tablespace for
QMF temporary tables. Because the tablespace does not hold any permanent data, you may not want to disturb the DBD
by reorganizing and copying the tablespace.

Merge/Modify provides a solution. If IBM MODIFY is available, use REBUILD-DBD to scan and rebuild database
descriptors and to clean up the DBD for tablespaces that store temporary data.
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Delete SYSLGRNX Rows
To delete obsolete SYSLGRNX rows, stage the rows for deletion or call the IBM MODIFY utility to delete the rows
immediately.

Stage SYSLGRNX Rows for Deletion

After a MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE AGE or MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE DATE execution, Merge/Modify identifies
obsolete SYSLGRNX rows and inserts a corresponding row into the staging table.

To delete both sets of rows, execute MODIFY SYSLGRNX.

This approach allows you to manage your resource use by controlling when the SYSLGRNX rows are deleted.

NOTE

Two image copy data sets are created automatically during the staging process.

Data Set Template Masks

Staging requires the use of six template masks. These masks create the data set names for the image copy data sets that
are created automatically. The resulting six data set names must be unique. The maximum length of a data set template
mask is 71 bytes. The maximum length of a data set name is 44 bytes.

Each mask must include the &ICBACKUP symbol.

The template can include system symbols (z/OS) and the following symbolic variables, which are unique to the
SYSLGRNX deletion:

Symbolic Description

&ICBACKUP (required) Used by Merge/Modify; 2 bytes long, LP or LB

&USERID Specifies the user ID of the job

&HIGHLVL Specifies the value of the LGRNX-HLQ parmlib parameter in the
PMM parmlib member of hlq.CDBAPARM

&SSID Specifies the Db2 subsystem ID; maximum of 4 bytes

&Db2VCAT Specifies the Db2 high-level VCAT

Example

Specify CAUSER for &HIGHLVL, Db2P for &SSID, and LP for &ICBACKUP in the following template:

&HIGHLVL..SYSLGRNX.&SSID.&ICBACKUP..D&YR4..&JDAY..&HHMMSS

If the data set is generated at 11:59:00 AM on March 20, 2021, the data set name resolves to the following value:

CAUSER.SYSLGRNX.DB2PLP.D2021080.T115900

Prepare to Delete SYSLGRNX Rows

To use the deferred deletion option, specify the following parameters in the PMM member of the CDBAPARM data set:

• General Options
LGRNX-STAGE(YES), LGRNX-IBM(NO)

Lets subsequent MODIFY DELETE AGE or MODIFY DELETE DATE requests identify and register the start point
where SYSLGRNX rows can be deleted for a tablespace or indexspace.

LGRNX-RETRY(003)
Specifies how many times to retry the RECOVER process.
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LGRNX-RETRY-SECONDS(002)
Specifies how many seconds to wait between retries.

LGRNX-HLQ(&USERID)
Specifies the high-level qualifier symbolic value.

LGRNX-ENGINE
Specifies the engine to use when deleting the SYSLGRNX rows. Valid values are T (Tablescan) and I (Index).
We recommend using the Tablescan engine. The Tablescan engine reads the tablespace sequentially to locate
SYSLGRNX rows. The Index engine uses the index that is associated with the SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX table to
locate the SYSLGRNX rows.
Default: Tablescan

LGRNX-IX-ICOPY(NO)
Resolves the ICOPY status for SYSLGRNX indexes DSNDB01.DSNLLX01 and DSNDB01.DSNLLX02. Valid
values are NO, COPY, and RESET.

• Image Copy Data Set Masks
LGRNX-IC

Specifies the name of the working image copy data set and lets the utility generate the local primary and local
backup image copies. The local primary is the working copy. The local backup is the fallback copy. The supplied
default is as follows:
LGRNX-IC(&HIGHLVL..SYSLGRNX.&SSID.&ICBACKUP..D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS)

LGNX-IC-NORMAL
Specifies the name of the fallback copy data set when the process is successful. The supplied default is as
follows:
LGRNX-NORMAL-IC(&HIGHLVL..NORMAL.&SSID.&ICBACKUP..D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS)

LGNX-IC-PREVIEW
Specifies the name of the working copy data set during a PREVIEW execution. The supplied default is as follows:
LGRNX-PREVIEW-IC(&HIGHLVL..PREVIEW.&SSID.&ICBACKUP..D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS)

LGNX-IC-ERROR
Specifies the name of the working copy data set when errors are encountered. The supplied default is as follows:
LGRNX-ERROR-IC(&HIGHLVL..ERROR.&SSID.&ICBACKUP..D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS)

DSNLLX01-IC()
Specifies the data set name mask to use when generating an image copy data set name for index
DSNDB01.DSNLLX01. The supplied default is as follows:
DSNLLX01-IC(&HIGHLVL..DSNLLX01.&SSID.&ICBACKUP..D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS)

DSNLLX02-IC()
Specifies the data set name mask to use when generating an image copy data set name for index
DSNDB01.DSNLLX02. The supplied default is as follows:
DSNLLX02-IC(&HIGHLVL..DSNLLX02.&SSID.&ICBACKUP..D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS)

Call the IBM MODIFY Utility for Immediate Deletion

After a MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE AGE or MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE DATE execution, Merge/Modify calls the
IBM MODIFY utility to delete the obsolete SYSLGRNX rows. This approach provides maximum compatibility with the IBM
MODIFY utility.

To call the IBM MODIFY utility to immediately delete the SYSLGRNX rows, specify the following options in the PMM
member of the CDBAPARM data set.

LGRNX-STAGE(NO),LGRNX-IBM(YES)
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This option does not stage the obsolete SYSLGRNX rows for a deferred deletion and calls the IBM MODIFY utility
immediately to delete the rows.

Refrain from Deleting the SYSLGNRX Rows

You can choose not to delete any SYSLGRNX rows. Obsolete SYSLGRNX rows are left untouched in the
SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX table.

For no deletion, specify the following options in the PMM member of the CDBAPARM data set:

LGRNX-STAGE(NO), LGRNX-IBM(NO)

This option does not stage the obsolete SYSLGRNX rows for a deferred deletion, or call the IBM MODIFY utility.

PMM Stage Table
The PMM stage table, PTI.PTPMM_PURGE_1700, tracks the starting point of the SYSLGRNX deletion process. The
stage table contains one row for each tablespace or indexspace (with COPY YES attribute) that participates in the
SYSLGRNX deletion. When the PMM parmlib specifies LGRNX-STAGE YES, rows are inserted into this table after a
successful execution of MODIFY DELETE AGE, MODIFY DELETE DATE, or MODIFY DELETE KEEP.

The PMM stage table contains the following columns:

DBNAME
Identifies the database where the object is defined.

TSNAME
Identifies the tablespace or indexspace that is to have SYSLGRNX rows deleted.

DBID
Identifies the internal identifier of the database that is represented in the DBNAME column.

PSID
Identifies the internal identifier of the tablespace or the indexspace that is represented in the TSNAME column.

DSNUM
Identifies the DSNUM value for this object. A value of 0 indicates a DSNUM ALL type request for a partitioned
object.

LOGPOINT
Identifies the starting point for the SYSLGRNX deletion process. All SYSLGRNX rows with a starting log point that
is lower than this value are deleted.

Merge Image Copies
The MERGE component merges full and incremental image copies to produce an up-to-date full image copy.

You can also merge two or more incremental image copies to produce an up-to-date incremental image copy. While this
processing occurs, the tablespace is available for read/write access. SYSCOPY automatically updates with information
about the new copies.

The MERGE component provides syntax compatibility with the IBM MERGECOPY function, with more functionality and
increased efficiency. For example, MERGE uses Execute Channel Program (EXCP) processing to reduce CPU and
elapsed time significantly.

When you restart a MERGECOPY job, it starts at the beginning.
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Merge Full and Incremental Image Copies into a New Full Image Copy

You can use MERGECOPY to create a full image copy. Incremental image copies are merged with the last full image copy
to create a new full image copy. The copy is registered in SYSCOPY. The incremental copies are not deleted.

To create a new full image copy, specify NEWCOPY YES in the merge job.

Example: Use MERGECOPY to Create a New Full Image Copy

//MERGECOPY DD  DSN=PDCJC.CCTS0R01.PCOPY01(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),           

//              UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5),RLSE),                      

//              VOL=SER=(TEST10)                                        

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                      

  MERGECOPY TABLESPACE CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01                                 

    DSNUM ALL                                                              

    NEWCOPY YES                                                            

    COPYDDN(MERGECPY)                                                      

/*

Merge Multiple Incremental Image Copies into a New Incremental Image Copy

You can use MERGECOPY to delete the incremental and full image copy data sets whose records are removed from the
system catalog. Multiple incremental copies are merged to form a new composite incremental copy. The catalog tables
are updated accordingly.

Example: Use MERGECOPY to Create an Incremental Image Copy

//MERGECOPY DD  DSN=PDCJC.CCTS0R01.PCOPY01(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),           

//              UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5),RLSE),                      

//              VOL=SER=(TEST10)                                        

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                      

  MERGECOPY TABLESPACE CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01                                 

    DSNUM ALL                                                                      

    COPYDDN(MERGECPY)

/*

Create a Copy of a Copy

Many businesses require that data be available for updates longer than their current batch processing window permits.
Businesses also want to shorten their batch processing window, and users must have copies of tablespace backups for
disaster recovery purposes.

The merge component lets you create a copy of a copy by specifying COPY-IMAGE-COPY.

COPY-IMAGE-COPY helps you balance resources when network transmissions for remote tape drives create
bottlenecks. In addition, the copy of a copy feature increases the availability of tape drives during image copy processing.

NOTE
Merge/Modify can convert SNAPSHOT INSTANT point-in-time COPIES from Quick Copy into standard
image copies. The converted copies are registered in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY and they can be used in standard
recoveries. This conversion is done using the LAST-INSTANT parameter of the COPY-IMAGE-COPY keyword.

Follow these steps:

1. Create only the local primary copy instead of creating all copies during tablespace downtime.
2. Use the MERGECOPY syntax with COPY-IMAGE-COPY to create more copies of an image copy after the tablespace

becomes available for updates.
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The elapsed time to make all copies can take longer, but Db2 tablespace availability for update processing improves
because it takes less time to create one copy.

Recovery processing should be the same as recovering from the same type of copy that was created originally.

Process Multiple Database Objects
Merge/Modify components can process multiple Db2 objects in one statement. Available options and processing methods
depend on the component you use.

Log Accumulation Component

When you create image copies using the log accumulation component, use the following options to process multiple
database objects:

• Specify several DATABASE, TABLESPACE, INDEX, and INDEXSPACE keywords in the syntax.
• Specify wildcard characters in database object names.
• Specify LISTDEF.

Multiple database objects can be processed concurrently. The log accumulation component processes the database
objects in alphabetical order.

Change Accumulation Component

When you extract log records using the change accumulation component, use the following options to process multiple
database objects:

• Specify several DATABASE, TABLESPACE, INDEX, and INDEXSPACE keywords in the syntax.
• Specify wildcard characters in database object names.
• Specify LISTDEF.

Multiple database objects can be processed concurrently.

Modify Component

When you use the modify component to maintain and optimize backup and recovery data, use the following options to
process multiple database objects:

• When you use MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE AGE, DELETE DATE, or DELETE KEEP, specify wildcard characters
for the TABLESPACE keyword.

• Specify LISTDEF or OBJ-LIST.

The modify component processes database objects sequentially.

Merge Component

When you use the merge component, use the following options:

• When you consolidate image copies, you can process only one database object at a time.
• When you create copies of existing image copies through the COPY-IMAGE-COPY keyword, specify wildcard

characters for the TABLESPACE keyword.

The merge component processes database objects sequentially.

Process Objects By Partition
You can process partitioned objects at the partition level by using various settings. The ALLPARTS and BY-PART options
in the PMM and PFR parmlib members (hlq.CDBAPARM) let you set the partition-level processing across the system. The
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settings in the PMM parmlib member apply to ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES statements. The settings in
the PFR parmlib member apply to RECOVER statements.

Also, the BY-PART keyword in the SYSIN lets you set the partition-level processing for the database that is specified in
the job.

Database Processing

To process objects that are specified with a DATABASE keyword by partitions, use any of the following methods:

• Use wildcards in the object specification in your job. For example:
RECOVER DATABASE D%2

ACCUMULATE INDEX(ALL) DATABASE D%3

• Specify BY-PART YES in your job. For example:
RECOVER DATABASE DB1 BY-PART YES

• For a system-wide setting, specify ALLPARTS YES in the parmlib member.
ALLPARTS YES applies the BY-PART processing to all objects. To limit BY-PART processing only to objects that are
specified with a DATABASE keyword, specify ALLPARTS NO and BY-PART YES in the parmlib member. You can then
suspend processing by partitions in individual jobs by specifying BY-PART NO in the job. The ALLPARTS YES setting
can decrease the performance significantly when DSNUM ALL copies are processed. Use ALLPARTS YES only in an
environment where you cannot determine how the copies were taken.

Tablespace, Index, and Indexspace Processing

To process objects that are specified with a TABLESPACE, INDEX, or INDEXSPACE keyword by partitions, use any of the
following methods:

• Use wildcards in the object specification in your job. For example:
RECOVER TABLESPACE DB3.D%1TS

ACCUMULATE INDEXSPACE DB3.D%IXS

• Use DSNUM in your job to specify the individual partitions to be processed. For example:
RECOVER INDEXSPACE DB3.DB3IXS1 PART 1

        INDEXSPACE DB3.DB3IXS1 PART 3

        INDEXSPACE DB3.DB3IXS1 PART 5

If DSNUM is specified, the ALLPARTS YES setting in the parmlib member is ignored. Only the specified partitions are
processed.

• For a system-wide setting, specify ALLPARTS YES in the parmlib member.
ALLPARTS YES has priority over DSNUM ALL in your jobs.
The ALLPARTS YES setting can decrease the performance significantly when DSNUM ALL copies are processed. Set
ALLPARTS YES only in an environment where you cannot determine how the copies were taken.

List Processing

Objects that are specified with LIST are always processed according to the ALLPARTS value in the parmlib member.

The BY-PART, DSNUM, and PART keywords are not permitted with LIST. If any of these keywords are specified with LIST,
the job fails.

The following diagram illustrates how the partition-level processing settings on different levels are resolved:
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Use Sort Processing
The system sort program performs sorts for the change accumulation and log accumulation components. All 31-bit sort
programs are supported. If your sort program supports the dynamic allocation of data sets, you can allocate your sort work
data sets dynamically.
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The following PMM and UTIL parmlib parameters affect the operation of your sort utility in Merge/Modify:

Parameter Description Parmlib Member
SORT-APPLSIZE Minimum size required by sort UTIL
SORT-PROGRAM Sort utility installed UTIL
SORTFLAG Default sort message level PMM and UTIL
SORT-SORTDEVT Default sort device type PMM and UTIL
SORT-SORTNUM Default sort number PMM and UTIL
SORT-SORTSIZE Default sort storage size PMM and UTIL

Consider the following items regarding sort processing:

• Whether to dynamically allocate the sort work data sets
• How to optimize sort performance
• How to control below-the-line storage

Allocate Sort Work Data Sets Dynamically

Your sort program allocates the sort work data sets that are needed. You do not need to allocate the sort workspace or
define the sort work data sets.

Three keywords let you specify dynamic sort work data sets: SORTNUM, SORTDEVT, and ESTIMATED-RECS. Including
these keywords in the control statements automatically invokes dynamic allocation.

The number of sort data sets to use per sort task is determined in different ways, depending upon how you code your
jobs. In jobs that allocate the sort work data sets dynamically, the SORTNUM keyword determines the number of sort data
sets per sort task. Otherwise, the sort package default is used. If you allocate the sort work data sets in the JCL yourself,
then you determine the number of data sets by the DDs that you define.

Optimize Sort Performance

Use the following guidelines to optimize sort performance at your site:

• Allocate as much memory as possible to the sort program.
• Use disk packs with high I/O priority for quicker processing, regardless of the method that is used to allocate the data

sets.
• Give sort work files large primary extents. If you allocate the sort work data sets in the JCL, specify large primary

allocations. Make the primary allocation large enough to eliminate the need for extents. Sort utilities work better with
fewer large allocations than with many small ones.

• Locate each sort work file on a different device. If you allocate the sort work data sets in the JCL, also locate each data
set on a different volume. This separation lets the sort program and the Broadcom utility take advantage of concurrent
processing.

• If you do not allocate sort work data sets dynamically, the number of allocated sort tasks must equal the number of sort
work data sets.

You can define your own sort work data sets or you can have them allocated dynamically. Neither method provides the
best performance in all situations.

Control Below-the-Line Storage (Syncsort Users)

If your site uses Syncsort, we recommend using Syncsort parameters to control the use of below-the-line storage and the
sort storage size. Otherwise, you can run out of virtual storage during sort processing.
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To control below-the-line storage when you use Syncsort, add the following DD statement and parameters to your jobs.
These parameters override the SORT-APPLSIZE and SORT-SORTSIZE values in the UTIL parmlib member:

//$ORTPARM DD *

  VSCORE=420K,VSCORET=nK

VSCORE
Specifies the maximum amount of below-the-line virtual storage to use. The amount is specified in KB. Set
VSCORE to the same value as the SORT-APPLSIZE parameter in the UTIL parmlib member. The default SORT-
APPLSIZE value is 420 KB.

VSCORET
Specifies the total amount of virtual storage memory to use above the line and below the line. Syncsort uses this
value instead of the SORT-SORTSIZE parameter in the UTIL parmlib member or the SORTSIZE keyword in the
utility job.

Syncsort does not support multivolume sort work data sets.
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Reference
Describes the product syntax and provides sample jobs.

This section provides information about the Merge/Modify syntax.

Use the following command conventions in your job syntax:

• Enter uppercase characters as shown.
• Lowercase italicized characters represent user-specified variables.
• Default values are underlined.
• The | character denotes an OR condition.
• Required parameters appear in braces { }.
• Optional parameters appear in brackets [ ].

Profile Settings

If you receive syntax errors when submitting a utility job from a data set, even though all the specified parameters are
correct, review your profile settings. If your profile for the input data set has an unusual setting, such as PACK ON, it can
interfere with utility processing. Review the profile options for the data set member that contains the SYSIN statements.

MODIFY RECOVERY Control Statement
The MODIFY RECOVERY control statement modifies the Db2 SYSCOPY.

The MODIFY RECOVERY processing is different from the MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM control statement, which modifies
the change accumulation log files.

The MODIFY RECOVERY statement has the following syntax:

MODIFY {[RECOVERY] TABLESPACE|INDEXSPACE [dbname.]{tsname} [DSNUM[ALL|PART|int]][CLONE]}

{Delete Options|Insert Options|Update Options|Rebuild Options}

[Global Options]

        

MODIFY {[RECOVERY] LIST {listdef-name} [CLONE] | OBJ-LIST [creator-id.]{obj-list-name}} 

{Delete Options} 

[Global Options]

When MODIFY RECOVERY is specified with DELETE AGE, DELETE DATE, or DELETE KEEP, it accepts the use of
wildcard characters to select tablespaces.

Delete Options

You can include the following delete options in the MODIFY RECOVERY control statement:

[DELETE {[AGE {([*|nnnnn])}]|

         [DATE {([*|yymmdd])}]|

         [KEEP {COPIES {(nn)}|LOGLIMIT|GDGLIMIT|

                GDGLIMIT COPIES {(nn)}|

                GDGLIMIT LOGLIMIT}]|

         [LAST-COPY]|

         [WHERE {sql-where-clause}]}]

         [OR-DSNOTFOUND]

[DELETE-DATASETS [NO|YES|PURGE]] 
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[NOCOPYPEND]

[MINIMUM-COPIES {int}]

[MINIMUM-FULLCOPIES {int}]

The following restrictions apply to the delete options:

• DELETE AGE, DELETE DATE, and DELETE KEEP are not valid with the INDEXSPACE keyword.
• DELETE LAST-COPY and DELETE WHERE are not valid with the LIST and OBJ-LIST keywords.
• The following options are valid only with DELETE AGE, DELETE DATE, and DELETE KEEP:

– OR-DSNOTFOUND
– MINIMUM-COPIES
– MINIMUM-FULLCOPIES

Insert Options

You can include the following insert option in the MODIFY RECOVERY control statement:

[INSERT SET {column data} [USING ROW WHERE clause]]

Update Options

You can include the following update option in the MODIFY RECOVERY control statement:

[UPDATE SET {column data WHERE clause}]

Rebuild Options

You can include the following rebuild option in the MODIFY RECOVERY control statement:

[REBUILD-DBD]

Global Options

You can include the following global option in the MODIFY RECOVERY control statement:

[PREVIEW [NO|YES]]

MODIFY SYSLGRNX Control Statement
The MODIFY SYSLGRNX control statement deletes the SYSLGRNX directory entries that are associated with the
SYSCOPY rows.

Deleting SYSLGRNX rows requires a successful execution of MODIFY DELETE AGE or MODIFY DELETE DATE with a
PMM parmlib value of LGRNX-STAGE YES.

This control statement has the following syntax:

MODIFY SYSLGRNX 

[PREVIEW [NO|YES|SELECT|VERIFY]]

MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM Control Statement
The MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM control statement modifies the change accumulation log files.

The modifications are made to the change accumulation recovery tables. This processing differs from MODIFY
RECOVERY, which modifies the Db2 archive logs.
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If you omit CHANGE-ACCUM from the MODIFY statement, Merge/Modify assumes MODIFY RECOVERY and it modifies
the Db2 SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNX tables.

This control statement has the following syntax:

MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM {TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname} [DSNUM[ALL|int]] }

    [Delete Options]

MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM {LIST {listdef-name} | OBJ-LIST [creator-id.]{obj-list-name}}

    [Delete Options]

You can include the following delete options in the MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM control statement:

[DELETE {[AGE {([*|nnnnn])}]|

         [DATE {([*|yymmnn])}]|

         [BEFORE-LAST-COPY]|

         [SINCE-LAST-COPY]|

         [LAST-LOG]|

         [KEEPLOGS n]|}]

[DELETE-DATASETS [NO|YES|PURGE]]

The DELETE BEFORE-LAST-COPY, DELETE SINCE-LAST-COPY, and DELETE KEEPLOGS options are not valid with
the LIST and OBJ-LIST keywords.

MERGECOPY Control Statement
The MERGECOPY control statement creates an up-to-date incremental copy by merging image copies or by creating a
copy of an image copy.

This control statement has the following syntax:

MERGECOPY {TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname} [DSNUM[ALL|int]] }

   {Global Options}

When MERGECOPY is specified with COPY-IMAGE-COPY, it supports the use of wildcard characters to select
tablespaces.

You can include the following global options in the MERGECOPY control statement:

[CHECK-DUPLICATES [NO|YES]] 

[CLONE]

[COPYDDN {(SYSCOPY|ddname1) [,ddname2]}

[COPY-EXCP {YES|NO}]

[COPY-IMAGE-COPY {'copy-dataset-name'|LAST-COPY|

                 LAST-FULL-COPY|LAST-INCR-COPY|LAST-INSTANT|LAST-SYSBACKUP}]

[COPY-TYPE [LOCAL|RECOVERY]] 

[NEWCOPY [NO|YES]] 

[PQCPARM member]

[RECOVERYDDN {(ddname3 [,ddname4])}]

[S-IOP [NO|YES]] 

[MAXTASKS int]

[TEMPDDN (ddname)]

ACCUMULATE Control Statement
The ACCUMULATE control statement creates an image copy by merging full and incremental image copies with log
records.
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These log records may be from the archive and active log data sets or from the change accumulation data sets. This
merge does not affect the live databases, tablespaces, or indexspaces.

This control statement has the following syntax:

ACCUMULATE {[BY-PART {NO|YES}] DATABASE {dbname}} |

           {TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname} [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } |

           {INDEXSPACE [dbname.]{ixspname} [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } |

           {INDEX (ALL) DATABASE dbname} |

           {INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname}} |

           {INDEX ([creator.]{ixname}) [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } |

           {LIST {listdef-name}}

        [COPIES {COPYnn (Y|N,ddname,exitname,icbackup,devtype)}]

        [CHECK-DUPLICATES [NO|YES]] 

        [Global Options]

You can include the following global options in the ACCUMULATE control statement:

[ABEND-TASK]

[ALLMSGS]

[ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP [YES|NO]] 

[ARCHIVES-ONLY [NO|YES]] 

[CLONE]

[COPY-EXCP {YES|NO}]

[COPY-TYPE [LOCAL|RECOVERY]] 

[DMS/OS]

[EDITPROC {PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR}]

[ESTIMATED-RECS {int}]

[LOG-BACKUP [YES|NO]] 

[MAXTAPES int]

[MAXTASKS int]

[PICKLIST [NO|YES]] 

[PQCPARM member]

[PREVIEW [NO|YES]] 

[QUIESCE {YES|NO}]

[RETAIN [NO|YES]] 

[S-IOP [NO|YES]] 

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]] 

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|MAX|nM|nK]] 

[TOLOGLABEL  loglabel-name]

[TOLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'|LAST-LOGPOINT}]

[TORBA {X'byte-string'|LAST-RBA}]

[USE-CHANGE-ACCUM {NO|YES}]

The object processing order for the ACCUMULATE syntax is determined by the file sequence of the image copy data sets
on the input tape. This processing order applies in all cases, not only for MAXTASKS > 1. If the output data sets are going
to tape, they must be stacked in the same file sequence as they are on the input tape.

ACCUMULATE CHANGES Control Statement
The ACCUMULATE CHANGES control statement accumulates log records from multiple Db2 logs into a single, compact
file.
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This file contains only recovery log records for the specified tablespaces or indexspaces, down to the partition level.
These records can be used by log accumulation and by Fast Recover. Change accumulation files shorten your recover
and accumulate time by reducing the amount of log data to be read.

This control statement has the following syntax:

ACCUMULATE CHANGES {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                   [BY-PART{NO|YES}] DATABASE {dbname}} |

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                    TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname} [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } | 

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4])

                    INDEXSPACE [dbname.]{ixspname} [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } |

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                    INDEX (ALL) DATABASE dbname} |

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                    INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname}} |

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                    INDEX ([creator.]{ixname}) [DSNUM [ALL|int]] } |

                   {LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,...ddname4,ictype4]) 

                    LIST {listdef-name}}

           [Global Options]

You can include the following global options in the ACCUMULATE CHANGES control statement:

[ABEND-TASK]

[ALLMSGS]

[ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP [YES|NO]] 

[CLONE]

[COPY-TYPE [LOCAL|RECOVERY]] 

[DMS/OS]

[ESTIMATED-RECS {int}]

[MAXTASKS int]

[PICKLIST [NO|YES]] 

[PREVIEW [NO|YES]] 

[SORTDEVT device-type]

[SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]] 

[SORTLOG]

[SORTNUM int]

[SORTSIZE [4M|MAX|nM|nK]] 

[USE-CHANGE-ACCUM {NO|YES}]

Wildcard Characters
Wildcards (or masking) let you quickly select multiple objects with similar names and qualifiers.

Wildcards

The Merge/Modify component that you use determines which database objects accept the following wildcard characters:
percent sign (%)

Indicates that zero or more characters can occupy the position.
A '%' is not permitted in the first position of the database name for any statement.

underscore (_) or number sign (#)
Indicates that any one character can occupy the underscored or number sign position.
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Any character other than % or _ represents a single occurrence of itself.

Objects that are specified using wildcards are always processed by partition.

Individual keywords might have unique restrictions. For more information, see the documentation for the keyword.

Specify Wildcard Characters with Log Accumulation and Change Accumulation Components

The ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES control statements support the use of wildcards in naming
databases, tablespaces, and indexspaces.

Examples: Wildcard characters in ACCUMULATE Statements

The following examples show how you can use the % wildcard in the ACCUMULATE syntax:

ACCUMULATE DATABASE d%

ACCUMULATE TABLESPACE [d%.]t%

ACCUMULATE INDEXSPACE [d%.]is%

ACCUMULATE INDEX (ALL) DATABASE d%1

ACCUMULATE INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE [d%1.]t%

ACCUMULATE INDEX ([c%.]ix%)

Examples: Wildcard characters in ACCUMULATE CHANGES Statements

The following examples show how you can use the % wildcard in the ACCUMULATE CHANGES syntax:

ACCUMULATE CHANGES LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype) DATABASE d%

ACCUMULATE CHANGES LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype) TABLESPACE [d%.]t%

ACCUMULATE CHANGES LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype) INDEXSPACE [d%.]is%

ACCUMULATE CHANGES LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype) INDEX (ALL) DATABASE d%1

ACCUMULATE CHANGES LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype) INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE [d%1.]t%

ACCUMULATE CHANGES LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype) INDEX ([c%.]ix%)

Examples: Unsupported Wildcard Syntax

The following syntax is not supported. You cannot use a '%' in the first position of a database name:

ACCUMULATE DATABASE %

ACCUMULATE DATABASE %1

ACCUMULATE TABLESPACE %.%

ACCUMULATE CHANGES LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype) INDEX (ALL) DATABASE %

ACCUMULATE CHANGES LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype) INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE %xyz.%z

Specify Wildcard Characters with the Merge Component

The MERGECOPY control statement supports the use of wildcard characters for tablespaces.

Example: Wildcard characters in MERGECOPY Statements

The following example shows how you can use the % wildcard character in the MERGECOPY syntax:

TEMPLATE MERGETS                                       

     DSN ('DSNVCAT.USER1.&DB..&TS..MQA&PA(3,3)..&UNIQ.') 

     STORCLAS SCWRKD                                     

     DISP(NEW,CATLG,CATLG)                               

  

  MERGECOPY                                              

     TABLESPACE MMDBI#01.MMTSI#%                         

     COPYDDN(MERGETS)                                     

     NEWCOPY YES                                         
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     COPYTYPE LOCAL                                      

     COPY-IMAGE-COPY                                     

     LAST-COPY

Specify Wildcard Characters with the Modify Component

The MODIFY RECOVERY control statement supports the use of wildcard characters for tablespaces.

Example: Wildcard characters in MODIFY RECOVERY Statements

The following example shows how you can use the _ wildcard character in the MODIFY RECOVERY syntax:

MODIFY RECOVERY TABLESPACE MMDBIK01.MMTSI_11      

     DELETE KEEP COPIES(2)

Keyword Descriptions
This section describes the Merge/Modify keywords. You can invoke this utility by including its control statements in your
SYSIN data set. These control statements contain the keywords that specify the options to use when the utility job is
processed.

You can change the defaults for many keywords within the UTIL parmlib member or the PMM parmlib member. You can
also override many parmlib default values by specifying the appropriate keyword in your SYSIN syntax.

ABEND-TASK—Produce a Dump
The ABEND-TASK keyword produces a dump when a return code greater than 4 is returned.

ABEND-TASK is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

If you specify ABEND-TASK, include the following DD statement in your JCL:

//SYSUDUMP    DD   SYSOUT=*

The abend dump is written to the SYSUDUMP.SYSOUT data set.

If DUMP AUTHORIZATION is specified, dumps are generated only when all users can get this authority, due to the
pathing of ACF2 for z/OS.

This keyword has the following format:

ABEND-TASK

ALLMSGS—Display System Messages
The ALLMSGS keyword displays all system messages (IFI and VSAM) in the execution log.

ALLMSGS is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

Merge/Modify always displays its own execution messages.

This keyword has the following format:

ALLMSGS

ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP—Use EXCP to Read Archive Logs
The ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP keyword specifies whether to use EXCP to read the archive logs.

ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.
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This keyword has the following format:

ARCHIVE-LOG-EXCP [YES|NO]

YES
Uses EXCP to read the archive logs. This value is the default.

NO
Uses VSAM to read the archive logs. If you use a third-party log compression utility, specify ARCHIVE-LOG-
EXCP NO to access the compressed archive logs.

ARCHIVES-ONLY—Read Archive Logs
The ARCHIVES-ONLY keyword specifies whether to read the active logs.

ARCHIVES-ONLY is valid with the ACCUMULATE control statement.

This keyword has the following format:

ARCHIVES-ONLY [NO|YES]

NO
Reads both archive and active logs. This option captures the latest changes to your objects. This value is the
default.

YES
Reads only the archive logs. This option avoids any contention with Db2.

BY-PART—Process Objects By Partitions
The BY-PART keyword specifies whether to process each tablespace partitions in the specified database separately.

BY-PART is valid with ACCUMULATE DATABASE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES DATABASE.

BY-PART is required when you accumulate a database (or changes for a database) in which any of its tablespaces were
previously copied at the partition level (one copy per partition).

If you do not specify the BY-PART keyword in the SYSIN, the value from the PMM parmlib member (hlq.CDBAPARM) is
used.

You do not need to specify each partition individually because the BY-PART keyword codes them for you.

This keyword has the following format:

BY-PART {NO|YES}

NO
Processes the database as a whole, not by partition. This option is the default.
If ALLPARTS YES is specified in the PMM parmlib member, it overrides BY-PART NO in the SYSIN. Each
partition is processed separately. Objects that are specified using wildcards are always processed by partitions.

YES
Processes each partition separately.
BY-PART YES is the same as specifying all partitions using a DSNUM keyword for each partition, or specifying
LISTDEF with the PARTLEVEL option.

Example: Process Database Tablespaces by Partition

The following examples process tablespaces in the specified database by partition:

ACCUMULATE BY-PART YES DATABASE DB1

ACCUMULATE CHANGES LOG-DDN (LOGLP1,LP) BY-PART YES DATABASE DB01
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Example: Use Multiple BY-PART Keywords in a Job

The following example combines the processing of tablespaces by partitions and as a whole in one job. The tablespaces
in the databases DB1 and DB3 are processed by partitions. The other databases are processed as a whole.

This example assumes that ALLPARTS NO is specified in the PMM parmlib member.

ACCUMULATE BY-PART YES DATABASE DB1 

                       DATABASE DB2

           BY-PART YES DATABASE DB3 

                       DATABASE DB4

CHECK-DUPLICATES—Check SYSCOPY for Duplicate Copy Data Sets
The CHECK-DUPLICATES keyword specifies whether to scan SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for copy data sets that are already
registered in Db2 catalog.

CHECK-DUPLICATES is valid with ACCUMULATE and MERGECOPY.

For non-SMS (NEW, CATLG) copy data sets, Merge/Modify checks the VSAM catalog regardless of whether you
specify CHECK-DUPLICATES. If the data set is already cataloged, a return code of 2 is issued. The SYSCOPY row
contains the VOLSER because the data set cannot be cataloged again. The image copy is still valid.

This keyword has the following format:

CHECK-DUPLICATES [NO|YES]

NO
Does not check SYSCOPY for duplicates. This value is the default.

YES
Checks SYSCOPY for duplicates. If the image copy data set is already registered, a return code of 8 is issued
and processing terminates.

CLONE—Process Only Cloned Objects
The CLONE keyword processes only cloned objects.

This keyword applies to every object in a statement but it ignores any objects that do not have a clone relationship.

This keyword has the following format:

CLONE

Examples: Process the Clone of the Specified Object

• This example creates image copies (ACCUMULATE) of the clones of the specified tablespaces.
ACCUMULATE TABLESPACE dbname.tsname1 

           TABLESPACE dbname.tsname2 

           TABLESPACE dbname.tsname3 

           TABLESPACE dbname.tsname4 

     CLONE

• This example creates an image copy (ACCUMULATE) of the clone of the specified database.
ACCUMULATE DATABASE dbname1 

      CLONE

• This example creates a new accumulate change file for all cloned tablespaces in the specified database (dbname).
ACCUMULATE CHANGES     

        LOG-DDN(LOG1, LP )     

        TABLESPACE  dbname.%   
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        CLONE

• This example creates a copy (MERGECOPY) of the clone of the specified tablespace.
MERGECOPY TABLESPACE dbname.tsname1 COPY-IMAGE-COPY LAST-COPY

      CLONE

• This example deletes the SYSCOPY rows for the cloned objects, rather than the base objects. If LGRNX-STAGE is
YES in the PMM parmlib member, specifying CLONE also updates the PMM stage table for SYSLGRNX row deletion
to include the cloned objects.
MODIFY RECOVERY TABLESPACE dbname.tsname CLONE DELETE AGE(14)

COPIES—Define the Copy Number
The COPIES keyword defines the number of the copy being made, whether to register the copy in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY,
and the parameters of the copy.

COPIES specifies the following items:

• ddname
• Exit name
• Type of copy
• Type of device

COPIES is not valid with ACCUMULATE INDEX (ALL) DATABASE.

You can repeat the COPYnn syntax for each copy.

We recommend that you use dynamic allocation to process objects by partition.

The COPIES keyword has the following syntax:

COPIES {COPYnn (Y|N,ddname|templatename[,exitname],icbackup[,devtype])}

COPYnn
Specifies the number of the copy.
Limits: 01 - 08
Example: Specify COPY01 to make copy #1, specify COPY02 to make copy #2, and so on.

Y|N
Specifies whether to register the copy in the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
Default: Y

ddname|templatename
Specifies the ddname to use for the copy data sets. If you are using templates for COPY data set allocation, this
parameter specifies the template name to use. A ddname is required in the following situations:

• When copy data sets are allocated manually
• When more than one copy is requested
• When copy data sets are allocated by using a template

Default: SYSCPn01 (n is the copy number)
exitname

Specifies the name of the user exit.
icbackup

Specifies the type of copy. You can specify whether the copy is for local or remote (recovery) sites. You can also
specify whether the copy is a primary or backup copy. The type of image copy is stored in the ICBACKUP column
of SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
The following options are valid only for sites where the Db2 LOCALSITE option is installed:
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• LP—Local primary (Default for COPY01)
• LB—Local backup (Default for all copies except COPY01)

The following options are valid only for sites where the Db2 RECOVERYSITE option is installed:

• RP—Recovery primary
• RB—Recovery backup

devtype
Specifies the device type. This value updates the DEVTYPE column of the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY row for the image
copy. If you do not define a device type, DEVTYPE is updated with a generic volume ID, such as 3420.

Examples: COPIES Keyword

• The following example creates a local primary copy and registers it in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY:
TABLESPACE PDSTPLB1.STLTMPB4

COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

• The following example creates one local primary copy and one local backup copy. The local primary copy is registered
in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY. The local backup copy is not registered.
TABLESPACE DSNDB04.NEWTS 

COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

       COPY02(N,SYSCP201,,LB)

• The following example uses dynamic allocation because no ddnames were defined in the JCL. Multiple objects are
copied and a unique ddname is specified for each copy:
TABLESPACE PQCSAMP.TBLSPC1

COPIES COPY01(Y,SYSCP101,,LP)

       COPY02(Y,SYSCP201,,LB)

DSNUM ALL

TABLESPACE PQCSAMP.TBLSPC2

COPIES COPY01(Y,TBSCPC101,,LP)

       COPY02(Y,TBSCPC201,,LB)

DSNUM ALL

If a specified ddname does not exist in the JCL, the ddname is allocated dynamically using the PQC model.

Use of QUICKCOPY with Dynamically Allocated Data Sets

You can use either of the following methods to allocate the image copy data sets dynamically:

TEMPLATE
Is specified in the SYSIN, or in a data set whose ddname is specified in the OPTIONS control statement. For
more information about TEMPLATE and OPTIONS control statements, see the Quick Copy documentation and
the IBM Db2 Reference Guide.

PQC Model
Exists in the PQC parmlib member. For more information about using models for dynamic allocation, see the
Quick Copy documentation.

Quick Copy uses all templates or all PQC models for dynamic allocation. You cannot combine templates and PQC models
in the same job step.

Quick Copy determines which method to use by checking whether a template has been specified for a job step. If any
templates have been specified, Quick Copy uses them. A template must exist for each name that is referenced in the
COPYnn parameter of the COPIES keyword. If a template does not exist, ACCUMULATE processing terminates with an
error message.
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COPYDDN—Define a DD for the Output
The COPYDDN keyword specifies the DD statement or template for the output image copy data set. If you omit
COPYDDN, output is written to SYSCOPY.

The COPYDDN keyword specifies where to write the image copy. You can specify a DD statement or a template. If you
omit COPYDDN, the image copy is written to SYSCOPY.

COPYDDN is valid with MERGECOPY.

This keyword has the following syntax:

COPYDDN {(SYSCOPY|ddname1) [,ddname2]}

SYSCOPY
Writes the image copy to DD SYSCOPY.

ddname1/ddname2
Writes the image copy to the specified DD or template.
If you specify templates, you can use wildcard characters.

COPY-EXCP—Use EXCP Processing
The COPY-EXCP keyword specifies the value that Quick Copy uses for its EXCP keyword.

The COPY-EXCP keyword specifies the access method for the copy job. Quick Copy uses your specified COPY-EXCP
value for its EXCP keyword when it creates the copy. This value overrides the EXCP value in the UTIL parmlib member.

COPY-EXCP is valid with ACCUMULATE and MERGECOPY.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-EXCP {YES|NO}

YES
Uses EXCP processing.

NO
Uses Media Manager.

COPY-IMAGE-COPY—Copy an Image Copy
The COPY-IMAGE-COPY keyword creates a copy of an image copy.

The new copies are logged with the same RBA as the original local primary but with an updated dsname, volume, and
ictype. COPYDDN and RECOVERYDDN control what copies you create. The ddnames correspond to the DD statements
in the JCL.

Merge/Modify uses the system default set in the SITETYPE parameter of DSNZPARM to determine the COPY-TYPE
default.

COPY-IMAGE-COPY is valid with MERGECOPY.

Specify the COPY-IMAGE-COPY keyword directly after the COPYDDN/RECOVERYDDN keyword. Because access to
the database object is not required, it remains available to other applications.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-IMAGE-COPY {'copy-dataset-name'|LAST-COPY|LAST-FULL-COPY|LAST-INCR-COPY|LAST-INSTANT|LAST-SYSBACKUP}
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'copy-dataset-name'
Specifies the data set containing the image copy to copy. The name must be enclosed in single quotation marks.
Wildcards are not accepted.

LAST-COPY
Copies the most recent image copy (as determined by RBA or LRSN) of the tablespace or indexspace. This copy
can be a full image copy, incremental copy, or FlashCopy retrieved from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

LAST-FULL-COPY
Copies the most recent full image copy that was taken for the object. This copy can be a standard full image copy
or FlashCopy.

LAST-INCR-COPY
Copies the most recent incremental image copy that was taken for the object.

LAST-INSTANT
Copies the most recent SNAPSHOT copy of the object that is registered in PTRA_SYSCOPY. The data is copied
into a standard image copy that can be used in standard recoveries.
When SSCOPYOPT in the UTIL parmlib is set to YES, LAST-INSTANT behaves like LAST-COPY.

LAST-SYSBACKUP
Copies the data from the most recent system level backup for the object. The data is copied into a standard image
copy that can be used in standard recoveries.
This option requires specifying the TEMPDDN keyword.

Examples: COPY-IMAGE-COPY Keyword

• The following example creates a local backup, remote primary, and remote backup copy:
MERGECOPY TABLESPACE mmdb1.texamp

COPYDDN (,SYSCPYLB)

RECOVERYDDN (SYSCPYRP, SYSCPYRB) 

COPY-IMAGE-COPY 'mycpyds'

• The following example uses COPY-IMAGE-COPY with a partitioned tablespace:
MERGECOPY TABLESPACE mmdb2.texamp DSNUM 4

COPYDDN (,SYSCPYLB)   

RECOVERYDDN (SYSCPYRP, SYSCPYRB)      

COPY-IMAGE-COPY 'mycpyds'

• The following example copies the last copy that was created:
MERGECOPY TABLESPACE mmdb2.texamp DSNUM 4

COPYDDN (,SYSCPYLB)

RECOVERYDDN (SYSCPYRP, SYSCPYRB)

COPY-IMAGE-COPY LAST-COPY

MERGECOPY TABLESPACE mmdb2.texamp DSNUM 4

COPYDDN (,SYSCPYLB)

RECOVERYDDN (SYSCPYRP, SYSCPYRB)

COPY-IMAGE-COPY LAST-INSTANT

• The following example uses the % wildcard character to create a standard image copy from the System Level Backup
for all tablespaces in the mmdb2 database:
TEMPLATE TMPL_IC DSN 'COPIES.&DB..&TS..&UNIQ.'

TEMPLATE TMPL_TEMP DSN 'TEMP.&DB..&TS..&UNIQ.'

MERGECOPY TABLESPACE mmdb2.%

COPYDDN (TMPL_IC) 

TEMPDDN (TMPL_TEMP) 

COPY-IMAGE-COPY LAST-SYSBACKUP

• The following example uses the % wildcard character for the TABLESPACE tsname to copy the last copy for the
tablespaces from the mmdb2 database:
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TEMPLATE TMPL   DSN 'COPIES.&DB..&TS..&UNIQ.'

MERGECOPY TABLESPACE mmdb2.%

COPYDDN (,TMPL)   

COPY-IMAGE-COPY LAST-COPY

COPY-TYPE—Use Local or Recovery Image Copies
The COPY-TYPE keyword specifies whether to use local or recovery image copies in the log accumulation process.

The SITETYPE value in DSNZPARM determines the COPY-TYPE default.

COPY-TYPE is valid with ACCUMULATE, ACCUMULATE CHANGES, and MERGECOPY.

This keyword has the following format:

COPY-TYPE [LOCAL|RECOVERY]

LOCAL
Uses image copies with an ICBACKUP type of LB or blank.

RECOVERY
Uses image copies with an ICBACKUP type of RP or RB. COPY-TYPE and RECOVERYDDN cannot be used
together.

DATABASE—Define the Database to Use
The DATABASE keyword specifies the Db2 database to process.

When this keyword is used with ACCUMULATE, it specifies the database containing the tablespace changes to
accumulate. When this keyword is used with ACCUMULATE CHANGES, it specifies the database containing the
tablespace changes to accumulate into the ddnames that are specified in LOG-DDN.

DATABASE automatically includes all tablespaces in the database. If the database contains partitioned tablespaces, you
can specify whether to process the database as a whole or process each partition separately.

When you specify ACCUMULATE INDEX (ALL) DATABASE or ACCUMULATE CHANGES INDEX (ALL) DATABASE, the
indexes that are specified with COPY NO are skipped. Processing continues.

This keyword has the following format:

DATABASE dbname 

dbname
Specifies the database name. You must have authorization to process the database.

DELETE—Define the Records to Delete
The DELETE keyword specifies which records to delete.

You can specify only one parameter for the DELETE keyword per JOB statement. Not all DELETE parameters are valid
with all control statements. See the parameter descriptions.

This keyword has the following syntax:

DELETE  {[AGE {([*|nnnnn])}]|

         [DATE {([*|yymmdd])}]|

         [LAST-COPY]|

         [KEEP {COPIES {(nn)}|LOGLIMIT|GDGLIMIT|

                GDGLIMIT COPIES {(nn)}|

                GDGLIMIT LOGLIMIT}]|
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         [BEFORE-LAST-COPY]|

         [SINCE-LAST-COPY]|

         [LAST-LOG]|

         [KEEPLOGS n]|

         [WHERE {sql-where-clause}]}

         [OR-DSNOTFOUND]

AGE {([*|nnnnn])}
Specifies the records to delete based on their age (in days). The default is that DELETE AGE is omitted.
SYSCOPY.ICDATE determines the age of the record.
DELETE AGE is valid with MODIFY RECOVERY and MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM.
DELETE AGE is not valid with the INDEXSPACE keyword.
* (asterisk)

Deletes all records, regardless of age.
nnnnn

Deletes records older than nnnnn number of days. Records that are created on the current day are 0 days
old and are not deleted.
Limits: 1 through 32767

DATE {([*|yymmdd])}
Specifies the records to delete based on their creation date. Records that are created before the defined date
are deleted. SYSCOPY.ICDATE determines the creation date of the record. The default is that DELETE DATE is
omitted.
DELETE DATE is valid with MODIFY RECOVERY and MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM.
DELETE DATE is not valid with the INDEXSPACE keyword.
* (asterisk)

Deletes all records, regardless of the creation date.
yymmdd

Deletes records that are created before the specified date.
Limits: Current or past date

LAST-COPY
Deletes the SYSCOPY record for the most recent image copy of the tablespace or indexspace (the copy with the
largest RBA or LRSN). This copy can be a full image copy or an incremental copy.
DELETE LAST-COPY is valid with MODIFY RECOVERY.
If you specify DELETE LAST-COPY, you cannot specify LIST or OBJ-LIST.

KEEP {COPIES {(nn)}|LOGLIMIT|GDGLIMIT| GDGLIMIT COPIES {(nn)}| GDGLIMIT LOGLIMIT}
Specifies the local primary (LP) full image copies and associated SYSLGRNX records to keep.
KEEP can keep more copies than specified because this option internally works with date (YYMMDD), not with a
complete timestamp. KEEP does not rebuild database descriptors (DBDs).

WARNING
Merge/Modify deletes all SYSCOPY rows that are not marked to keep.

DELETE KEEP is valid with MODIFY RECOVERY.
DELETE KEEP is not valid with the INDEXSPACE keyword.
COPIES (nn)

Specifies the number of LP full image copies to keep in SYSCOPY. To determine the rows to keep,
Merge/Modify executes the following steps:
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• Selects all rows from the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY table that match the dbname.tsname dsnum specified in
the syntax.

• Sorts the selected rows by descending START_RBA.
• Counts the specified number (nn) of newest LP full image copies and determines the ICDATE of the

oldest LP full image copy in the range.

All SYSCOPY entries for the specified tablespace and related indexspaces that are older than the
determined ICDATE are deleted.
Limits: integer 1 — 32767

LOGLIMIT
Specifies that Merge/Modify keeps LP full image copies that are newer than the oldest record in the Db2
log. To determine the rows to keep, Merge/Modify executes the following steps:

• Selects all rows from the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY table that match the dbname.tsname dsnum specified in
the syntax.

• Sorts the selected rows by descending START_RBA.
• Determines the ICDATE of the oldest LP full image copy with the START_RBA within the Db2 log

range.

All SYSCOPY entries for the specified tablespace and related indexspaces that are older than the
determined ICDATE are deleted.

GDGLIMIT
Specifies that the number of LP full image copies that Merge/Modify keeps equals to the GDG limit of
the most recent LP full image copy data set. To determine the rows to keep, Merge/Modify executes the
following steps:

• Selects all rows from the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY table that match the dbname.tsname dsnum specified in
the syntax.

• Finds the record of the most recent LP full image copy and determines the GDG limit of the generation
data set referenced by the record. Merge/Modify uses this number to internally call KEEP COPIES
(nn) and to determine the ICDATE of the oldest LP full image copy to keep.

All SYSCOPY entries for the specified tablespace and related indexspaces that are older than the
determined ICDATE are deleted.
If the most recent LP full image copy is not a GDG data set and COPIES or LOGLIMIT were not specified,
the job ends with an error.
If the most recent LP full image copy is not a GDG data set and COPIES or LOGLIMIT was specified, the
GDGDLIMIT option is ignored. Processing continues with the other option.

BEFORE-LAST-COPY
Deletes all records of change accumulation files that were made before the last image copy.
DELETE BEFORE-LAST-COPY is valid with MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM.
If you specify DELETE BEFORE-LAST-COPY, you cannot specify LIST or OBJ-LIST.

SINCE-LAST-COPY
Deletes all records of change accumulation files that were made after the last image copy.
DELETE SINCE-LAST-COPY is valid with MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM.
If you specify DELETE SINCE-LAST-COPY, you cannot specify LIST or OBJ-LIST.

LAST-LOG
Deletes the ALOGFILE record for the last (most recent) change accumulation log of the tablespace.
DELETE LAST-LOG is valid with MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM.

KEEPLOGS n
Deletes all change accumulation file records for the named tablespace except the last n files.
Limits: 1 through 32767
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DELETE KEEPLOGS n is valid with MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM.
If you specify DELETE KEEPLOGS n, you cannot specify LIST or OBJ-LIST.

WHERE
Specifies an SQL WHERE statement to select the SYSCOPY rows for deletion. You can select any of the
SYSCOPY columns except DBNAME and TSNAME. These columns are determined by the TABLESPACE or
INDEXSPACE parameter of the MODIFY RECOVERY statement. DELETE WHERE does not rebuild DBDs, nor
does it delete associated records from SYSLGRNX. The default is that DELETE WHERE is omitted.
Limits: A valid SQL WHERE clause that does not exceed 6,000 characters in length. To continue an SQL
statement, column 72 must contain a non-blank character, and column 1 in the next line must be blank.
DELETE WHERE is valid with MODIFY RECOVERY.
If you specify DELETE WHERE, you cannot specify LIST or OBJ-LIST.

WARNING
Use WHERE clauses carefully. All SYSIBM.SYSCOPY rows that match your WHERE clause are
deleted. Deleting SYSCOPY rows indiscriminately can prevent recovery of your tablespaces or
indexspaces.

OR-DSNOTFOUND
Deletes rows from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY that reference cataloged image copy data sets that do not exist. The OR-
DSNOTFOUND option does not affect SYSLGRNX staging or deletion.
OR-DSNNOTFOUND is only valid with DELETE AGE, DELETE DATE, and DELETE KEEP in the MODIFY
RECOVERY control statement.

Example: Delete Copies Older than 300 Days

This example uses DELETE AGE to delete all copies that are older than 300 days:

MODIFY TABLESPACE dbname.tsname 

       DELETE AGE (300)

Example: Delete All But 20 Most Recent Copies

This example uses DELETE KEEP COPIES to delete all copies that are older than the 20th most recent LP full image
copy from SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNGX:

MODIFY RECOVERY               

       TABLESPACE dbname.tsname 

       DELETE KEEP COPIES(20)

Example: Delete Copies Older than Db2 Log

This example uses DELETE KEEP LOGLIMIT to delete all copies that are older than the oldest local primary full image
copy that is still within the Db2 log range. As a result of this job, only the copies that are newer than Db2 log stay in
SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNGX.

MODIFY RECOVERY               

       TABLESPACE dbname.tsname 

       DELETE KEEP LOGLIMIT

Example: Delete Copies of Obsolete Generation Data Group

This example uses DELETE KEEP GDGLIMIT to keep the number of LP full image copies that is specified by GDG
limit. Merge/Modify determines the GDG limit of the data set referenced by the most recent LP full image copy. The
product then uses this number (nn) to delete all copies that are older than the nn-th most recent LP full image copy from
SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNGX. If the most recent LP full image copy does not reference a GDG data set, an error is
issued. No copies are deleted:

MODIFY RECOVERY 

       TABLESPACE dbname.tsname   DELETE KEEP GDGLIMIT
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Example: Delete Copies of Obsolete Generation Data Group or outside the Db2 Log

This example specifies DELETE KEEP GDGLIMIT and LOGLIMIT options to determine the number of copies to keep.
Merge/Modify determines the GDG limit of the data set referenced by the most recent LP full image copy. The product
then uses this number (nn) to delete all copies that are older than the nn-th most recent LP full image copy from
SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNGX.

If the most recent LP full image copy does not reference a GDG data set, Merge/Modify deletes all copies that are older
than the Db2 log.

MODIFY RECOVERY 

       TABLESPACE dbname.tsname  

       DELETE KEEP GDGLIMIT LOGLIMIT

Example: Delete Copies of Obsolete Generation Data Group or All But 20 Most Recent Copies

This example uses DELETE KEEP GDGLIMIT and LOGLIMIT options to determine the number of copies to keep. Merge/
Modify determines the GDG limit of the data set referenced by the most recent LP full image copy. The product then uses
this number (nn) to delete all copies that are older than the nn-th most recent LP full image copy from SYSCOPY and
SYSLGRNGX.

If the most recent LP full image copy does not reference a GDG data set, Merge/Modify deletes all copies older than the
20th LP full image copy.

MODIFY RECOVERY 

       TABLESPACE dbname.tsname

       DELETE KEEP GDGLIMIT COPIES(20)

DELETE-DATASETS—Delete Image Copy Data Sets
The DELETE-DATASETS keyword specifies whether to delete the image copy data sets that are associated with the
deleted SYSCOPY rows.

If you omit DELETE-DATASETS, image copy data sets are not deleted.

DELETE-DATASETS is valid with MODIFY RECOVERY and MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM.

This keyword has the following format:

DELETE-DATASETS [NO|YES|PURGE]

NO
Does not delete any image copy data sets. This option is the default, and it functions the same way that IBM
MODIFY does.

YES
Deletes the associated image copy data sets. If a data set has been migrated, Merge/Modify recalls the data
set before deleting it. If any data sets are migrated, consider using DELETE-DATASETS PURGE to delete them
without recalling them.

PURGE
Deletes migrated data sets without recalling the data sets. Merge/Modify calls IDCAMS to determine whether
data sets have been migrated. However, the data sets are deleted whether they have been migrated or not. Using
PURGE instead of YES saves time by not waiting for recalls of migrated data sets.

DMS/OS—Indicate Generic Volume Names
The DMS/OS keyword indicates that volume names can be generic.
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The DMS/OS keyword also indicates that Merge/Modify does not check to see if the volumes are online. Include this
keyword if your installation uses a DASD management package that controls the placement of data sets on volumes.

DMS/OS is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

This keyword has the following format:

DMS/OS

Specify the DMS/OS keyword with the slash.

DSNUM—Specify the Data Set or Partition
The DSNUM keyword specifies the tablespace or indexspace data set or partition for which to delete or merge records, or
for which to accumulate changes.

You can specify all partitions or specific partitions of a tablespace or an indexspace.

DSNUM is not valid with ACCUMULATE CHANGES DATABASE, ACCUMULATE DATABASE, and with INDEX (ALL).

If you use wildcard characters to specify objects in the ACCUMULATE control statement, the objects are always
recovered by partitions.

This keyword has the following format:

DSNUM [ALL|PART|int]

ALL
Deletes or merges all records, or accumulates changes as follows:

• For MODIFY RECOVERY, deletes all records for the copy data set and partition.
• For MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM, deletes all records for the log data set and partition.
• For MERGECOPY, merges all partitions.

If the image copies were taken by data set rather than by tablespace, specify which data sets to merge by
using their VSAM catalog integer.

• For ACCUMULATE CHANGES, accumulates changes for all partitions.
If the image copies were taken by data set rather than by tablespace, specify which data sets to be
accumulated by using their VSAM catalog integer.

• For ACCUMULATE, merges all partitions.
If you specify MAXTASKS>1 and the previous full image copies are stacked on a tape, the file sequence of the
data sets on the tape determines the sort order.
If you do not specify a value for DSNUM, or if you specify DSNUM ALL, the tablespace sort order is by
database and then tablespace.

ALL is the default. However, if ALLPARTS YES is specified in the PMM parmlib member, DSNUM ALL is ignored.
The partitions are processed individually.

PART
Deletes records as follows:

• For non-partitioned objects, deletes all records for the copy data set and partition as if DSNUM ALL has been
specified.

• For partitioned objects, deletes all records for the copy data set and partition, but leaves records for object-
level copies intact.

PART is valid only with the MODIFY RECOVERY control statement DELETE DATE, DELETE AGE, or DELETE
KEEP options when wildcard characters are used.
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int
Deletes, merges, or accumulates changes for specific records as follows:

• If the copy or change accumulation log is of a partitioned tablespace or indexspace, int is the partition number.
If the tablespace or indexspace is non-partitioned, int is the number at the end of the copy data set name in the
VSAM catalog.

• For ACCUMULATE CHANGES, int is the specific data set or partition.
• For ACCUMULATE, the object sort order is database, then tablespace or indexspace, then DSNUM.
• For MERGECOPY, merges the specified partition.

DSNUM int is not valid when you specify objects with wildcard characters.
If ALLPARTS YES is specified in the PMM parmlib member, DSNUM int is overridden. The MERGECOPY control
statement creates image copies for each partition.

Example: Process the Specified Partitions

This example accumulates partition 1 of the tablespace DB1.DB1TS1:

ACCUMULATE TABLESPACE DB1.DB1TS1 DSNUM 1

Example: Process All Partitions as a Whole

This example ACCUMULATES all partitions of the tablespace DB1.DB1TS1 as a whole:

ACCUMULATE TABLESPACE DB1.DB1TS1 DSNUM ALL

This example assumes that ALLPARTS NO is specified in the PMM parmlib member.

EDITPROC—Specify Edit Procedures Execution State
The EDITPROC keyword specifies the state in which to execute edit procedures.

This keyword has the following format:

EDITPROC {PROBLEM|SUPERVISOR}

PROBLEM
Executes the edit procedures in PROBLEM state.

SUPERVISOR
Executes the edit procedures in SUPERVISOR state. This value is the default. Using SUPERVISOR state for
every call to the edit procedures requires substantial overhead and can degrade performance.

ESTIMATED-RECS—Estimate the Number of Log Records to Merge
The ESTIMATED-RECS keyword estimates the number of log records to be merged with the image copy.

Including ESTIMATED-RECS automatically invokes dynamic allocation of the sort work data sets. Omitting ESTIMATED-
RECS causes Merge/Modify to use the number of rows in the tablespace or indexspace multiplied by 0.10 (10%) as the
default.

ESTIMATED-RECS is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

This keyword has the following format:

ESTIMATED-RECS {int}

int
Specifies the number of log records to merge with the image copy.
Limits: 2,147,000,000
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INDEX—Define an Index
The INDEX keyword specifies the index to process.

When this keyword is used with the ACCUMULATE control statement, the index changes are accumulated into an image
copy. When this keyword is used with ACCUMULATE CHANGES, the changes are accumulated into the ddnames
that are specified in the LOG-DDN syntax. Use the DSNUM keyword to specify an index data set or partition change
accumulation.

You can accumulate changes from multiple indexes in many ways. For example, you can accumulate changes from
multiple indexes into one change accumulation log, or into a change accumulation log for each index. If you have
extensive updates to individual partitions of an index, you can specify a change accumulation log for each partition.

When multiple indexes are specified for ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES processing, Merge/Modify
processes all indexes in the list concurrently. Include the INDEX keyword with each index name in the list. The
accumulation options that you specify apply to all indexes included in the list.

The INDEX keyword is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

This keyword has the following format:

INDEX ([creator.]ixname) [DSNUM [ALL|int]] 

 

creator
Specifies the user ID of the index creator. If you do not specify the creator, it defaults to the user ID for the job.

ixname
Specifies the index name.

INDEXSPACE—Define an Indexspace
The INDEXSPACE keyword specifies the indexspace to process.

The following processing occurs for specified indexspaces:

• With MODIFY RECOVERY, the INDEXSPACE keyword specifies the indexspace for which SYSCOPY rows are
deleted when used with the DELETE WHERE keywords.
The DELETE AGE, DELETE DATE, and DELETE KEEP options are not valid with the INDEXSPACE keyword.

• With ACCUMULATE, the INDEXSPACE keyword specifies the indexspace whose changes are to be accumulated into
an image copy. With ACCUMULATE CHANGES, the INDEXSPACE keyword specifies the indexspace whose changes
are to be accumulated into the ddnames that are specified in LOG-DDN.
You can accumulate changes from multiple indexspaces in many ways. For example, you can accumulate changes
from multiple indexspaces into one change accumulation log. You can also accumulate changes into a change
accumulation log for each indexspace. If you have extensive updates to individual partitions of an indexspace, you can
specify a change accumulation log for each partition. Use DSNUM to identify an indexspace data set or partition to be
merged.
You can list multiple indexspaces for ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES processing. Include the
INDEXSPACE keyword with each indexspace name in the list. Merge/Modify processes all indexspaces in the list
concurrently. The accumulation options that you specify apply to all indexspaces included in the list.

This keyword has the following format:

INDEXSPACE [dbname.]{ixspname} [DSNUM [ALL|int]]

dbname
Specifies the database name. If you do not include a database name, DSNDB04 is assumed. You must have
authorization for the database you define here.
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ixspname
Specifies the indexspace name.

Wildcard Characters

The INDEXSPACE keyword accepts wildcard characters in the dbname and ixspname values when it is used with the
following control statement and keyword combinations:

• The ACCUMULATE control statement
• The ACCUMULATE CHANGES control statement

Wildcard characters in dbname and ixspname are not compatible with DSNUM int. Wildcard characters are '_' for any
character and '%' for zero to many characters.

INSERT SET—Insert New Rows into SYSCOPY
The INSERT SET keyword inserts new rows into SYSCOPY and lets you create a template of an existing row.

When using a template, you do not have to specify values for every column. The columns that you do not specify a value
for are filled in with values from the row that is retrieved by the USING statement.

INSERT SET is valid with MODIFY RECOVERY.

Review the following considerations:

• If you do not template an existing row with the USING parameter, the IBM default values for SYSCOPY columns are
assigned. You can override these defaults by explicitly specifying the column and value in the INSERT SET clause. For
a list of the SYSCOPY column names and default values, see the IBM SQL Reference.

• This option lets you insert information into SYSCOPY that is used during tablespace or indexspace recovery. If you
insert a record for an invalid or otherwise incorrect image copy, your tablespace or indexspace could be corrupted
during recovery.

This keyword has the following format:

INSERT SET {column-data} [USING ROW WHERE clause]

column-data
Specifies the column data to insert. Enter column data in the following format:
column-name=value

column-name
Specifies the SYSCOPY column name.

value
Specifies the requested value. Enclose character data in single quotation marks (') as shown in the
following example. The values that you specify for columns must match the permitted values for that
column in SYSCOPY. For example, SHRLEVEL must be C, R, or blank.

If you omit a column, a default value is used. If you use the USING ROW WHERE parameter, the unspecified
columns take their values from the row that is retrieved by the SQL WHERE statement.

USING ROW WHERE clause
Specifies an SQL WHERE statement that selects a row to insert into SYSCOPY.
You must have authority for the database (DBNAME) specified in the row that is retrieved by your WHERE
statement. You cannot template information from a table that you cannot access.
The WHERE clause must unambiguously retrieve exactly one row. When a WHERE clause retrieves values
for unspecified columns, if the retrieved row is not a record for an image copy (ICTYPE 'F' or 'I'), the fields that
are related to image copies are not copied to the new row. These fields include FILESEQNO, DEVTYPE, and
SHRLEVEL.
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Example: Insert a New SYSCOPY Row for Tablespace CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01

The following example inserts a new row into SYSCOPY for tablespace CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01, and provides values for
all columns:

MODIFY TABLESPACE CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01             

INSERT SET  

 DBNAME = 'CCDB0R01' 

,TSNAME = 'CCTS0R01'                                   

,DSNUM     = 0                                  

,ICTYPE    = 'F'                                

,ICDATE    = '940820'                           

,START_RBA = X'999999999999'                    

,FILESEQNO = 0                                  

,DEVTYPE   = '3340'                             

     ,IBMREQD   = 'N'                                

     ,DSNAME    = 'PTI.FAKE.DATASET1'             

     ,ICTIME    = '121212'                           

     ,SHRLEVEL  = 'R'                               

     ,DSVOLSER  = 'P12345'                      

     ,TIMESTAMP = '1994-08-01-12.12.00.000000'       

     ,ICBACKUP  = '  '                               

     ,ICUNIT    = 'D'   

     ,STYPE     = 'C'

     ,PIT_RBA   =  X'000000000000'

     ,GROUP_MEMBER = 'FAKGROUP'    

     ,OTYPE     = 'T'

     ,LOWDSNUM  = 1    

     ,HIGHDSNUM = 10

     ,COPYPAGESF = 1000    

     ,NPAGESF = 2

     ,CPAGESF = 100

     ,JOBNAME = 'FAKEJOB1'

     ,AUTHID  = 'FAKEAUTH'

LIST—Process a List of Objects
You can specify LIST only once in each MODIFY RECOVERY, MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM, ACCUMULATE, and
ACCUMULATE CHANGES control statement. The list can contain a mix of tablespaces and indexspaces. For MODIFY
RECOVERY and MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM statements, the list must include at least one tablespace because these
control statements ignore the indexspaces.

LIST is valid with MODIFY RECOVERY, MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM, ACCUMULATE, and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

Review the following considerations:
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• The LISTDEF control statement enables a utility to process a list of objects. For more information about LISTDEF
statements, see the IBM Db2 Utility Guide and Reference.

• When you specify LIST, you cannot also specify other objects within the same control statement.
• When LIST is specified with MODIFY RECOVERY, you can also specify DELETE AGE and DELETE DATE, but

not DELETE LAST-COPY and DELETE WHERE. If they are specified, an error message is issued and the job is
terminated.

• When LIST is specified with MODIFY RECOVERY, you cannot specify INSERT SET, UPDATE SET, and REBUILD-
DBD.

• When LIST is specified with MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM, you can also specify DELETE LAST-LOG. You cannot
specify DELETE BEFORE-LAST-COPY, DELETE SINCE-LAST-COPY, or DELETE KEEPLOGS. If those keywords are
specified, an error message is issued and the job is terminated.

• When LIST is specified with ACCUMULATE or ACCUMULATE CHANGES, COPIES is not permitted.

This keyword has the following format:

LIST listdef-name 

listdef-name
Specifies a list of objects to process. The list must have been defined previously using a LISTDEF statement.

LOG-BACKUP—Create a Copy Using Log Records
The LOG-BACKUP keyword specifies whether to create a copy using only log records when all previous full image copies
and their backups cannot be allocated.

If you omit LOG-BACKUP, Merge/Modify creates a copy that is based only on log records in case existing image copies
fail allocation.

LOG-BACKUP is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

This keyword has the following format:

LOG-BACKUP [YES|NO]

YES
Uses log records to create a copy when none of the existing image copies can be allocated. This value is the
default.

NO
Does not use log records to create a copy. If all image copies fail allocation, processing terminates.

LOG-DDN—Define DD Names for Change Accumulation Logs
The LOG-DDN keyword specifies the change accumulation log record file that contains the extract and accumulate
records.

You can specify up to four sets of ddnames and image types. You can specify whether the log file is for local or remote
(recovery) sites. You can also specify whether the log file is a primary (LP, RP) or backup (LB, RB). The backup files can
be used only when the corresponding primary files are specified.

You can include as many LOG-DDNs as you like. However, consider the number of resources available for the job and
plan accordingly.

LOG-DDN is valid with ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

This keyword has the following format:

LOG-DDN (ddname,ictype[,ddname2,ictype2,…ddname4,ictype4])
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ddname
Specifies a ddname for the change accumulation log record.

ictype
Specifies the type of ACCUMULATE CHANGES file the log is defined as. The type of log file is stored in the TYPE
column in PTI.ALOGFILE.
The following values are available:

• LP—Local primary
• LB—Local backup
• RP—Remote primary
• RB—Remote backup

Example: Specify Change Accumulation Log Record Files

This example defines all four sets of ddnames and image types within the parentheses:

LOG-DDN (LOGLP1,LP,LOGLB1,LB,LOGRP1,RP,LOGRB1,RB)

Example: Update Two Log Accumulation Files Concurrently

The following syntax updates two log accumulation files concurrently. LOGLP1 contains log records for tablespaces TS01
and TS02. LOGLP2 contains log records for the first partition of tablespace TS03:

//LOGLP1   DD DSN=PMM.DATA.LOGLP1,                     

//          SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),DISP=(NEW,CATLG)

//LOGLB1   DD DSN=PMM.DATA.LOGLB1,                     

//          SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),DISP=(NEW,CATLG)

//LOGLP2   DD DSN=PMM.DATA.LOGLP2,                     

//          SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE),DISP=(NEW,CATLG)

//*

//SYSIN    DD   *  

  ACCUMULATE CHANGES

    LOG-DDN(LOGLP1, LP, LOGLB1, LB)

    TABLESPACE DBXX.TS01 DSNUM ALL

    TABLESPACE DBXX.TS02 DSNUM ALL

    LOG-DDN(LOGLP2, LP)

    TABLESPACE DBZZ.TS03 DSNUM 1

    SORTLOG

/*

LOGLABEL—Specify a Label
The LOGLABEL control statement saves the value in the END control statement (time, RBA, or LRSN) as a log label.

The resolved RBA/LRSN is used in a similar way to the TORBA/TOLOGOINT statements.

When you specify both START and END control statements, the LOG command reads the requested log portion and it
stores only the last LOGLABEL. To create a log label without reading the log, specify only the END control statement.

Log labels are created using the following parameters:
creator

(Optional) Specifies the log label creator. If you omit the creator, the user ID of the job submitter is used.
Limits: 1 - 128 characters. Spaces and special characters (!, &, and so on) are allowed when the identifier is
enclosed in quotation marks (" ").

name
Specifies the log label name.
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Limits: 1 - 128 characters. Spaces and special characters (!, &, and so on) are allowed when the identifier is
enclosed in quotation marks (" ").

description
(Optional) Specifies more information about the log label.
Limits: maximum 255 characters

When a log label with the specified creator.name already exists, a new version is created. The log label description, if
provided, is updated. Parameters are case-sensitive.

Example: Create a Log Label

This example creates the MYLOGLABEL log label at the time when the job is submitted:

.CALL LOG

.DATA

SSID = (DB01)

END = (CURRENT TIME)

LOGLABEL = (MYLOGLABEL)

Example: Create Multiple Versions of a Log Label

This example creates versions of the MYLOGLABEL log label for the specified points in time:

.CALL LOG

.DATA

SSID = (DB01)

END = (CURRENT TIME)

LOGLABEL = (MYLOGLABEL)

END = (RBA, ...)

LOGLABEL = (MYLOGLABEL)

MAXTAPES—Limit the Number of Tape Mounts
The MAXTAPES keyword specifies the maximum number of tapes per tablespace or indexspace copy merge.

Use this keyword to limit the number of tape mounts for an object that is being processed. For example, you might
perform an ACCUMULATE using one full image copy and two incremental image copies. If you specify MAXTAPES 2 and
all image copies are on tape, Merge/Modify uses the full image copy and one incremental image copy. Log records are
applied starting with the STARTRBA of the incremental image copy forward.

MAXTAPES is valid with ACCUMULATE.

If you specify several tablespaces or indexspaces in the statement, MAXTAPES tape drives are used per tablespace or
indexspace.

This keyword has the following format:

MAXTAPES int 

int
Specifies the number of tapes per tablespace or indexspace copy merge process.
Default: 32
Limits: 32

MAXTASKS—Control the Number of Tasks
The MAXTASKS keyword specifies the maximum number of concurrent tasks.

Use this keyword to limit the number of tasks that execute simultaneously.
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MAXTASKS is valid with ACCUMULATE, ACCUMULATE CHANGES, and MERGECOPY COPY-IMAGE-COPY.

This keyword has the following syntax:

MAXTASKS int

int
Specifies the maximum number of tasks that can execute concurrently. Depending on your system configuration,
a small MAXTASKS value can improve performance.
Default: 3
Limits: 1 - 20

MINIMUM-COPIES—Specify the Image Copy Threshold
The MINIMUM-COPIES keyword specifies the minimum number of full and incremental image copies that remain for a
tablespace after the MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE process completes.

If the number of remaining image copies is lower than the specified minimum, a warning is issued. A list of all
tablespaces and partitions that have fewer copies than the threshold value is written to the end of the job output.

The following rules apply to the use of the MINIMUM-COPIES keyword:

• When you use DSNUM int or DSNUM BYPART with MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE, only the number of image copies
that remain for partitions is checked. The check does not happen for the number of image copies that remain for
DSNUM 0 partitions.

• When you use DSNUM ALL, the check happens for all image copies.

This keyword has the following syntax:

MINIMUM-COPIES int 

int
Specifies the minimum number of image copies.
Limits: 1-65535

MINIMUM-FULLCOPIES—Specify the Full Image Copy Threshold
The MINIMUM-FULLCOPIES keyword specifies the minimum number of full image copies that remain for a tablespace
after the MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE process completes.

If the number of full image copies that remain is lower than the specified minimum, a warning is issued. A list of all
tablespaces and partitions that have fewer copies than the threshold value is written to the end of the job output.

The following rules apply to the use of the MINIMUM-FULLCOPIES keyword:

• When you use DSNUM int or DSNUM BYPART with MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE, only the number of full image
copies that remain for partitions is checked. The check does not happen for the number of full image copies that
remain for DSNUM 0 partitions.

• When you use DSNUM ALL, the check happens for all full image copies.

This keyword has the following syntax:

MINIMUM-FULLCOPIES int 

int
Specifies the minimum number of full image copies.
Limits: 1-65535
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NEWCOPY—Create a New Full Image Copy
The NEWCOPY keyword specifies whether to produce an up-to-date full image copy by merging the incremental image
copies with the full image copy.

NEWCOPY is valid with MERGECOPY. The NEWCOPY keyword is ignored when it is used with COPY-IMAGE-COPY.

This keyword has the following format:

NEWCOPY [NO|YES]

NO
Merges incremental copies into a single incremental copy and deletes their SYSCOPY rows, but does not merge
them with the full image copy. This option is the default.

YES
Merges incremental copies with the full image copy to create a full image copy, and registers the new image copy
in SYSCOPY. The SYSCOPY rows for the incremental copies are not deleted.

NOCOPYPEND—Suppress Copy Pending Flags
The NOCOPYPEND keyword suppresses the copy pending flags for objects when all image copies are deleted from
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

NOCOPYPEND is valid only with MODIFY RECOVERY DELETE.

This keyword has the following format:

NOCOPYPEND

OBJ-LIST—Process a Stored List of Objects
The object list can contain a mix of tablespaces and indexspaces. You can specify OBJ-LIST only once in a MODIFY
RECOVERY statement.

For more information about using object lists, see Use the Object List Manager.

The following keywords cannot be specified with OBJ-LIST:

• DSNUM|PART
• INDEXSPACE
• TABLESPACE
• LIST

The keyword has the following format:

MODIFY RECOVERY OBJ-LIST [creator-id.]obj-list-name 

     {Delete Options}

     [Global Options]

creator-id
(Optional) Specifies the object list creator. If you do not specify a creator-id, Merge/Modify uses the user identifier
of the utility job.

obj-list-name
Specifies the object list to process.

Example: Delete Image Copies Older than Two Days from SYSCOPY for all Objects that are Defined in an Object
List
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This example deletes image copies that are older than two days for the group of database objects that are defined in the
object list:

//SYSIN   DD   *

    MODIFY RECOVERY OBJ-LIST USER01.LISTACCT

         DELETE AGE (2)

         DELETE-DATASETS YES

//*

PICKLIST—Display a List of Tape Volsers
The PICKLIST keyword specifies whether to display a list of the required tape volume serial numbers before running the
job.

This keyword has the following format:

PICKLIST [NO|YES]

NO
Does not display a list of tape volume serial numbers. This value is the default.

YES
Displays a list of the required tape volume serial numbers.

PQCPARM—Define an Alternate PQC Parmlib Member
The PQCPARM keyword specifies an alternate Quick Copy (PQC) parmlib for the dynamic allocation of copy data sets.

This keyword has the following format:

PQCPARM member 

member
Specifies an alternate PQC parmlib member. If you do not define a value, PQC is used as the default.

PREVIEW—Preview Messages Without Performing the Job
The PREVIEW keyword specifies whether to preview all messages that result from your job, without actually performing
the job.

A preview provides useful information, such as the following examples:

• Which image copies are required (so you can prepare the tapes for mounting, if necessary)
• Which log ranges are applied
• How many sort work data sets are required
• The estimated sizes of the sort work data sets

PREVIEW is valid with ACCUMULATE, ACCUMULATE CHANGES, MODIFY SYSLGRNX, and the following MODIFY
functions: DELETE DATE, DELETE AGE, DELETE WHERE, INSERT SET, and UPDATE SET.

This keyword has the following format:

PREVIEW [NO|YES|SELECT|VERIFY]

NO
Performs the job without previewing it. This value is the default.
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YES
Previews the job. The tablespace is not stopped, and nothing is performed. You can view all the messages as if
the job was submitted.
For MODIFY SYSLGRNX syntax, PREVIEW YES is the equivalent to specifying PREVIEW SELECT.

SELECT
Retrieves rows from the stage table and identifies the rows to delete from SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX. SELECT is valid
only with MODIFY SYSLGRNX syntax. You can use SELECT to determine the scope of the work to be performed
during the SYSLGRNX deletion process.

VERIFY
Performs the same functions as SELECT and also simulates the delete operations. VERIFY is valid only with
MODIFY SYSLGRNX syntax. VERIFY lets you verify that the rows listed as deleted on the report match the rows
from the output from an IBM REPORT RECOVERY utility.
The SYSLGRNX delete process performs the following actions:

• Retrieves rows from the stage table
• Identifies the rows to be deleted from SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX when the job is run
• Takes image copies, renames the working image copy, and updates the renamed working image copy to

simulate the actual row deletion process

PREVIEW VERIFY skips internal phase 5 and reports on what would have been cleaned up during internal phase
6.

QUIESCE—Quiesce the Tablespace
The QUIESCE keyword specifies whether to quiesce the tablespace before an ACCUMULATE creates an image copy of
the tablespace.

ACCUMULATE merges full and incremental image copies with log records from the archive and active log data sets,
or from the change accumulation data sets. The resulting image copy is SHRLEVEL REFERENCE, and it includes all
changes up the quiesce point.

QUIESCE is valid with ACCUMULATE.

This keyword has the following format:

QUIESCE {YES|NO}

YES
Quiesces the tablespace. This value is the default when you do not specify TORBA or ARCHIVES-ONLY YES.
You cannot specify QUIESCE YES with TORBA or with ARCHIVES-ONLY YES. If you do so, processing
terminates with a syntax error.

NO
Does not quiesce the tablespace. This value is the default when you specify TORBA or ARCHIVES-ONLY YES.

REBUILD-DBD—Scan and Rebuild the DBDs
The REBUILD-DBD keyword scans and rebuilds the database descriptors.

Use this keyword to clean up the DBDs for tablespaces that store temporary data, like the ones that are used for QMF.

To use REBUILD-DBD, you must have IBM MODIFY available.

REBUILD-DBD is valid with MODIFY RECOVERY.

The DBD rebuild process inserts a SYSCOPY row for a tablespace copy and a row indicating a tablespace reorganization.
MODIFY is then called to remove rows for all copies and rebuild the DBD. The MODIFY processing avoids the need to
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perform a reorganization to rebuild the DBD. However, because a reorganization is not performed, use this method only
on tablespaces for which recovery is not important.

DBDs for tablespaces with image copies that are registered in SYSCOPY, or that are in copy pending status, are not
rebuilt.

DBDs are built automatically during MODIFY DELETE AGE and MODIFY DELETE DATE processing.

REBUILD-DBD is not valid with the LIST and OBJ-LIST keywords.

This keyword has the following format:

REBUILD-DBD

RECOVERYDDN—Define the Output Image Copy Data Set
The RECOVERYDDN keyword specifies a DD statement or template for the output image copy data set at the recovery
site.

You can have up to two output data sets.

RECOVERYDDN is valid with MERGECOPY.

This keyword has the following syntax:

RECOVERYDDN {(ddname1 [,ddname2])}

ddname1
Specifies the primary output image copy data set or template.

ddname2
Specifies the backup output image copy data set or template.

If you specify templates, you can use wildcard characters.

RECOVERYDDN and COPY-TYPE cannot be used together.

RETAIN—Keep Tape Volumes Mounted
The RETAIN keyword keeps all dynamically allocated image copy tape volumes mounted during ACCUMULATE
processing.

This keyword is similar to using VOL=(,RETAIN) in JCL. However, RETAIN applies to all image copy tape data sets
that are allocated dynamically. Use this keyword to avoid repeated remounts of tape volumes containing stacked image
copies. If you omit RETAIN, mountable volumes dismount when the merge process completes.

RETAIN is valid with ACCUMULATE.

Verify that the number of available devices meets or exceeds the number of volumes to be mounted for the recovery.
These devices are unavailable to other jobs until the end of the current recover statement.

This keyword has the following format:

RETAIN [NO|YES]

NO
Does not keep the tape volumes mounted. This value is the default.

YES
Keeps the tape volumes mounted.
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S-IOP—Specify the I/O Processor
Use this parameter to help resolve write errors that are incurred by EXCP channel programs. The MVS message IOS000I
indicates these write errors.

You can set the default for this keyword in the S-IOP parameter of the UTIL member of hlq.CDBAPARM.

S-IOP is valid with ACCUMULATE and MERGECOPY.

This keyword has the following format:

S-IOP [NO|YES]

NO
Specifies that a J-Type processor or ESCON Director is in use. This value is the default. EXCP channel programs
write 15 tracks (one cylinder) at a time.

YES
Specifies that an S-Type or earlier I/O processor is in use. This value causes EXCP channel programs to write
three tracks at a time, instead of 15 tracks (one cylinder).
If you notice degraded performance in EXCP channel programs, you can improve performance by specifying S-
IOP YES. Channel programs can experience excessive retries that affect performance.

SORTDEVT—Define a Device Type for Temporary Data Sets
The SORTDEVT keyword names a device type for the temporary data sets that your sort program allocates dynamically.

You can specify any device type that is acceptable to the DYNALLOC parameter of the SORT or OPTION options for
the IBM DFSORT function. SORTDEVT automatically invokes the dynamic allocation of sort work data sets. If you omit
SORTDEVT, the sort default that was defined by your installation is used.

SORTDEVT is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

This keyword has the following format:
SORTDEVT device-type 

device-type
Specifies the device type for the temporary data sets.

SORTFLAG—Display Message Levels
The SORTFLAG keyword controls the level of sort messages that the sort program displays in the execution log and on
the operator console.

SORTFLAG is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTFLAG [ALL|CRITICAL|NONE]

ALL
Displays all messages. This value is the default.

CRITICAL
Displays critical messages only.

NONE
Displays no messages.
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SORTLOG—Sort by Tablespace and Page Order
The SORTLOG keyword sorts the change accumulation log file by tablespace and page order.

If you accumulate multiple tablespaces in a single log file, this keyword lets Fast Recover and ACCUMULATE read a
smaller portion of the change accumulation log.

SORTLOG is required when you stack multiple change accumulation logs on one tape.

When you specify SORTLOG, sort work data sets are used. If you cannot allocate these data sets dynamically, include
sort work DD statement SLxxWKnn to allocate them manually. Always include a sort output DDname SLxxMSG .

This keyword has the following format:

SORTLOG

SORTNUM—Define Number of Temporary Sort Data Sets
The SORTNUM keyword specifies the number of temporary data sets for the sort program to allocate dynamically.

SORTNUM automatically invokes dynamic allocation of the sort work data sets.

SORTNUM is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

This keyword has the following format:

 SORTNUM int 

int
Specifies the number of temporary data sets to allocate dynamically.
Default: 1
Limits: 32

SORTSIZE—Specify the Sort Size
The SORTSIZE keyword specifies the sort storage size.

SORTSIZE is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

This keyword has the following format:

SORTSIZE [MAX|nM|nK]

MAX
Reserves the maximum amount of main storage that is permitted by the sort program installation. The maximum
value is 92 MB.

nM
Reserves n multiplied by M (M = 1,048,576) bytes of main storage, where n can be up to 92. Your specified value
is converted to KB. The size is rounded to the next higher 4 KB.
Default: 4M

nK
Reserves n multiplied by K (K = 1024) bytes of main storage, where n can be up to 94,208. The size is rounded to
the next higher 4 KB.

TABLESPACE—Define a Tablespace
The TABLESPACE keyword specifies the tablespace to process.

Merge/Modify uses the TABLESPACE keyword to specify the tablespace to process in any of the following tasks:
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• For MODIFY RECOVERY, TABLESPACE specifies the tablespace for which SYSCOPY and SYSLGRNX rows are
deleted.

• For MODIFY CHANGE-ACCUM, TABLESPACE specifies the tablespace for which change accumulation records are
deleted.

• For MERGECOPY, TABLESPACE specifies the tablespace whose image copies are to be merged.
• For ACCUMULATE, TABLESPACE specifies the tablespace whose changes are to be accumulated.
• For ACCUMULATE CHANGES, TABLESPACE specifies the tablespace whose changes are to be accumulated into

ddnames that are specified in the LOG-DDN syntax. Use DSNUM to identify the tablespace data set or partition to
merge. You can accumulate changes from multiple tablespaces in various ways, including the following ways:
– Specifying multiple tablespaces into one change accumulation log
– Specifying each tablespace to its own change accumulation log
– Specifying a change accumulation log for each partition when you have extensive updates to individual partitions of

a tablespace
For ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES, you can list multiple tablespaces. When you specify
ACCUMULATE INDEX (ALL) TABLESPACE or ACCUMULATE CHANGES INDEX(ALL) TABLESPACE, processing
terminates when a COPY NO index is encountered.

This keyword has the following format:

TABLESPACE [dbname.]{tsname} [DSNUM [ALL|int]]  [CLONE]

dbname
Specifies the database name. If you do not include a database name, DSNDB04 is assumed. You must have
authorization for the database that you specify here.

tsname
Specifies the tablespace name.

DSNUM
Specifies the tablespace data set or partition to process.

CLONE
Specifies that only cloned objects are to be processed.

Process Multiple Tablespaces

You can list multiple tablespaces for ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES. Merge/Modify processes all
tablespaces in the list concurrently. Include the TABLESPACE keyword with each tsname in the list. The accumulation
options that you specify apply to all tablespaces in the list.

Because the ACCUMULATE output is in alphabetical order, specify the tablespaces in alphabetical order in the syntax
for best results. If the input is accessed from different devices, it is sorted alphabetically and it must be stacked in
alphabetical order.

The sort order for the ACCUMULATE syntax is as follows:

• Partitioned tablespaces by name, ascending
• Partition number, ascending
• Non-partitioned tablespaces by name, ascending

The number of tablespaces that can be specified for ACCUMULATE is limited only by the storage limits of your site.

TEMPDDN—Define the Temporary Data Set
The TEMPDDN keyword specifies a template for the COPY-IMAGE-COPY LAST-SYSBACKUP function to use for the
temporary data set.
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Temporary data sets are created automatically when you execute the COPY-IMAGE-COPY function. These data sets are
deleted automatically when the execution completes.

TEMPDDN is required for, and is valid only with, MERGECOPY COPY-IMAGE-COPY LAST-SYSBACKUP.

This keyword has the following syntax:

TEMPDDN {(ddname1)}

ddname1
  Specifies the template to use for the temporary data set.

TOLOGLABEL—Define the Log Label to Use
The TOLOGLABEL keyword specifies the log label to which the log is read.

Use TOLOGLABEL to include changes up to a certain point in the log that is identified by a log label. When you use
TOLOGLABEL, the resulting image copy is set to SHRLEVEL REFERENCE.

When you specify TOLOGLABEL, QUIESCE defaults to NO.

TOLOGLABEL is valid with ACCUMULATE.

TOLOGLABEL is mutually exclusive with QUIESCE YES and ARCHIVES-ONLY YES.

The keyword has the following format:

TOLOGLABEL {[creator.]name[(version)]}

creator
(Optional) Specifies the creator of the log label.

name
Specifies the log label.

version
  (Optional) Specifies the version of the log label.

TOLOGPOINT—Define the Log Point LRSN to Use
The TOLOGPOINT keyword specifies the log point (LRSN) to which the log is read.

Use TOLOGPOINT to include changes up to a certain LRSN in the log. When you use TOLOGPOINT, the resulting image
copy is set to SHRLEVEL REFERENCE.

TOLOGPOINT is valid with ACCUMULATE.

TOLOGPOINT is mutually exclusive with QUIESCE YES and ARCHIVES-ONLY YES.

This keyword has the following format:

TOLOGPOINT {X'byte-string'|LAST-LOGPOINT}

X'byte-string'
Specifies the LRSN to use. Enter this value as a hexadecimal number preceded by an X and enclosed in single
quotes (').

LAST-LOGPOINT
Reads the log up to the last image copy or quiesce point. Merge/Modify determines the appropriate log point by
scanning the active and archive logs.
You can use LAST-LOGPOINT only when a single database object is specified for the ACCUMULATE statement.
To enter the LAST-LOGPOINT value for multiple objects (when a common copy or quiesce point was previously
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established), specify MULTI-OBJECT-TORBA(YES) in the PMM member of hlq.CDBAPARM. The objects in the
ACCUMULATE statement must have a common copy or quiesce point.

TORBA—Define the Log RBA to Use
The TORBA keyword specifies the log relative byte address (RBA) to which the log is read.

Use TORBA to include changes up to a certain RBA in the log, such as the log RBA of a quiesce point. When you use
TORBA, the resulting image copy is set to SHRLEVEL REFERENCE.

When you specify TORBA, QUIESCE defaults to NO.

TORBA is valid with ACCUMULATE.

TORBA is mutually exclusive with QUIESCE YES and ARCHIVES-ONLY YES.

The keyword has the following format:

TORBA {X'byte-string'|LAST-RBA}

X'byte-string'
Specifies the log RBA to use. Enter this value as a hexadecimal number preceded by an X and enclosed in single
quotes (').

LAST-RBA
Reads the log up to the last image copy or quiesce point. Merge/Modify determines the appropriate RBA by
scanning the active and archive logs.
You can use LAST-RBA only when a single database object is specified for the ACCUMULATE statement.
To enter the LAST-RBA value for multiple objects (when a common copy or quiesce point was previously
established), specify MULTI-OBJECT-TORBA(YES) in the PMM member of hlq.CDBAPARM. The objects in the
ACCUMULATE statement must have a common copy or quiesce point.

UPDATE SET—Update Existing SYSCOPY Rows
The UPDATE SET keyword updates existing SYSCOPY rows.

The WHERE clause that you provide retrieves the rows to be updated, then alters the rows using the values that you
provide in column-data.

UPDATE SET is valid with MODIFY RECOVERY.

WARNING
This option changes SYSCOPY data that is used for tablespace and indexspace recoveries. If your changes
result in incorrect image copy information, your tablespace or indexspace could be corrupted during recovery.

This keyword has the following format:

UPDATE SET {column-data WHERE clause}

column-data
Specifies the column data to insert. Enter the data in the following format:
column-name=value

column-name
Specifies the SYSCOPY column name.

value
Specifies the requested value. Enclose character data in single quotation marks (') as shown in the
example. Your specified values must match the permitted values for that column in SYSCOPY. For
example, SHRLEVEL must be C, R, or blank. Columns for which you do not specify values are not
altered.
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WHERE clause
Specifies the rows to retrieve and update using the specified column-data values. You must have authority for the
database (DBNAME) that is specified in the retrieved rows.

Example: Retrieve SYSCOPY Rows for Tablespace CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01

This example retrieves all SYSCOPY rows for tablespace CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01 that have an ICTYPE other than X. The
rows are then modified so that DBNAME is DIFFTB, TSNAME is DIFFTS, and ICTYPE is F:

MODIFY TABLESPACE CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01

UPDATE SET DBNAME = 'DIFFDB',

TSNAME = 'DIFFTS', ICTYPE = 'F'

WHERE NOT ICTYPE = 'X'

USE-CHANGE-ACCUM—Read the Change Accumulation Log
The USE-CHANGE-ACCUM keyword specifies whether to read the change accumulation log instead of the Db2 log when
you are accumulating changes.

The Db2 logs contain changes to all tablespaces and indexspaces in the system. The change accumulation log contains
information only for the tablespaces, indexspaces, or partitions that you specify. Reading the change accumulation log
takes less time than reading the Db2 archive log.

USE-CHANGE-ACCUM is valid with ACCUMULATE and ACCUMULATE CHANGES.

This keyword has the following format:

USE-CHANGE-ACCUM [NO|YES]

NO
Reads the Db2 log file. This value is the default.

YES
Reads the change accumulation log file instead of the Db2 log file.

WORKDDN
The WORKDDN keyword is ignored.

This keyword is accepted to maintain compatibility with the IBM MERGECOPY syntax, but it has no effect on execution.

Sample Jobs
Sample jobs provide examples of JCL to execute various Merge/Modify tasks.

Review sample JCL to accomplish the following tasks:

• Insert a new SYSCOPY row
• Update and retrieve SYSCOPY rows
• Identify rows to delete from SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX
• Simulate the entire SYSLGRNX deletion process
• Merge full and incremental image copies
• Accumulate multiple tablespaces
• Accumulate changes for multiple tablespaces
• Create a copy of an image copy
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Insert a New SYSCOPY Row
This Merge/Modify sample job shows how to insert a new SYSCOPY row and create a record for a full image copy of a
tablespace.

You can use MODIFY to insert a new SYSCOPY row and create a record for a full image copy of a tablespace. The
following sample job uses tablespace CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                       

   MODIFY TABLESPACE CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01                                     

   INSERT SET                                                              

 DBNAME = 'CCDB0R01' 

,TSNAME = 'CCTS0R01'                                   

,DSNUM     = 0                                  

,ICTYPE    = 'F'                                

,ICDATE    = '940820'                           

,START_RBA = X'999999999999'     

,FILESEQNO = 0                                  

,DEVTYPE   = '3340'                             

     ,IBMREQD   = 'N'                                

     ,DSNAME    = 'PTI.FAKE.DATASET1'             

     ,ICTIME    = '121212'                           

     ,SHRLEVEL  = 'R'                               

     ,DSVOLSER  = 'P12345'                      

     ,TIMESTAMP = '2002-08-01-12.12.00.000000'       

     ,ICBACKUP  = '  '                               

     ,ICUNIT    = 'D'   

     ,STYPE     = 'C'

     ,PIT_RBA   =  X'000000000000'

     ,GROUP_MEMBER = 'FAKGROUP'    

     ,OTYPE     = 'T'

     ,LOWDSNUM  = 1    

     ,HIGHDSNUM = 10

     ,COPYPAGESF = 1000    
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     ,NPAGESF = 2

     ,CPAGESF = 100

     ,JOBNAME = 'FAKEJOB1'

     ,AUTHID  = 'FAKEAUTH'                   

/*

Update and Retrieve SYSCOPY Rows
This Merge/Modify sample job shows how to update and retrieve SYSCOPY rows for a tablespace.

You can use MODIFY to update and retrieve SYSCOPY rows for a tablespace. The following sample job
uses tablespace CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01. The job retrieves the rows that are not ICTYPE X. The job then modifies those
rows so that DBNAME is DIFFTB, TSNAME is DIFFTS, and ICTYPE is F.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSIN    DD *

     MODIFY TABLESPACE CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01                                   

     UPDATE SET DBNAME = 'DIFFDB',                                         

     TSNAME = 'DIFFTS', ICTYPE = 'F'                                       

     WHERE NOT ICTYPE = 'X'                                                

/*

Identify Rows to Delete from SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX
This Merge/Modify sample job shows how to identify rows to delete from SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX.

You can use PREVIEW SELECT with MODIFY SYSLGRNX syntax to retrieve rows from the stage table and identify
which rows would be deleted from SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid',
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//         REGION=7M

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                       

      MODIFY SYSLGRNX PREVIEW SELECT

The following sample report was produced by MODIFY SYSLGRNX PREVIEW SELECT syntax. This report shows the
key of each record that is marked for deletion:

CANDIDATE RIDS REPORT PRODUCED BY JOB: MM148R2    USER: CAUSER   DATE: 2006- 03-24 15:10 GMT

11DBID PSID PART MEMB  START LRSN    RID   

                                           

  0295 0041 8001 0003 BB2C38B46D51 0007BD3E

  0295 0041 8001 0003 BB299FE9821C 0007BC3A

  0295 0041 8001 0003 BB298F2C516E 0007C034

  0295 0041 8001 0003 BB298EF1409C 0007C345

  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB2C38B47F3A 0007BD08

  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB29A21D6B3B 0007BC3C

  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB299CE13EFD 0007BC16

  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB29940CE257 0007BC15

  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB298F2C583C 0007C016

  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB298EF1501F 0007C346

  0295 0041 8003 0003 BB29A082743E 0007BC43

  0295 0041 8003 0003 BB29940D07C0 0007BC45

  0295 0041 8003 0003 BB298F2C5B26 0007C033

  0295 0041 8003 0003 BB298EF160BE 0007C347

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB2CA7B571EF 0007BE4B

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB2C38B480C8 0007BD07

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB29A9626480 0007BD0A

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB29A21D59DC 0007BC3B

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB299F0C1556 0007BC2F

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB298F2C5D26 0007C017

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB298EF16B99 0007C348

  0295 0041 8005 0003 BB2C38B481CB 0007BD49

  0295 0041 8005 0003 BB29A0834494 0007BC46

  0295 0041 8005 0003 BB298F2C6394 0007C040

  0295 0041 8005 0003 BB298EF17049 0007C349

  0295 0041 8006 0003 BB2CA7B57336 0007BF01

  0295 0041 8006 0003 BB2C38B482FF 0007BD3C

  0295 0041 8006 0003 BB29A083D6BC 0007BC17

  0295 0041 8006 0003 BB298F2C6EC7 0007C045

  0295 0041 8006 0003 BB298EF1788E 0007C013
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  0295 0041 8007 0003 BB2C38B483D0 0007BD3B

  0295 0041 8007 0003 BB29A9169552 0007BD41

  0295 0041 8007 0003 BB29A2A30C78 0007BC40

  0295 0041 8007 0003 BB298F2C7465 0007C007

  0295 0041 8007 0003 BB298EF18D5B 0007C012

If you are satisfied with the preview results and you want to delete the records, resubmit the job using PREVIEW NO. You
can also omit PREVIEW entirely. See the following examples:

MODIFY SYSLGRNX PREVIEW NO

MODIFY SYSLGRNX

Simulate the Entire SYSLGRNX Deletion Process
This Merge/Modify sample job shows how to simulate the SYSLGRNX deletion process.

You can use PREVIEW VERIFY with MODIFY SYSLGRNX syntax to retrieve rows from the stage table, identify which
rows would be deleted from SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX, and simulate the deletion. This simulation lets you verify that the rows
listed as deleted on the report match the rows in the output from an IBM REPORT RECOVERY utility.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                       

   MODIFY SYSLGRNX PREVIEW VERIFY

The following sample report was produced by MODIFY SYSLGRNX PREVIEW VERIFY syntax. The first portion of the
report shows the key of each record that is marked for deletion:

CANDIDATE RIDS REPORT PRODUCED BY JOB: MM148R2    USER: CAUSER   DATE: 2006- 03-24 15:10 GMT

11DBID PSID PART MEMB  START LRSN    RID   

                                           

  0295 0041 8001 0003 BB2C38B46D51 0007BD3E

  0295 0041 8001 0003 BB299FE9821C 0007BC3A

  0295 0041 8001 0003 BB298F2C516E 0007C034

  0295 0041 8001 0003 BB298EF1409C 0007C345

  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB2C38B47F3A 0007BD08
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  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB29A21D6B3B 0007BC3C

  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB299CE13EFD 0007BC16

  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB29940CE257 0007BC15

  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB298F2C583C 0007C016

  0295 0041 8002 0003 BB298EF1501F 0007C346

  0295 0041 8003 0003 BB29A082743E 0007BC43

  0295 0041 8003 0003 BB29940D07C0 0007BC45

  0295 0041 8003 0003 BB298F2C5B26 0007C033

  0295 0041 8003 0003 BB298EF160BE 0007C347

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB2CA7B571EF 0007BE4B

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB2C38B480C8 0007BD07

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB29A9626480 0007BD0A

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB29A21D59DC 0007BC3B

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB299F0C1556 0007BC2F

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB298F2C5D26 0007C017

  0295 0041 8004 0003 BB298EF16B99 0007C348

  0295 0041 8005 0003 BB2C38B481CB 0007BD49

  0295 0041 8005 0003 BB29A0834494 0007BC46

  0295 0041 8005 0003 BB298F2C6394 0007C040

  0295 0041 8005 0003 BB298EF17049 0007C349

  0295 0041 8006 0003 BB2CA7B57336 0007BF01

  0295 0041 8006 0003 BB2C38B482FF 0007BD3C

  0295 0041 8006 0003 BB29A083D6BC 0007BC17

  0295 0041 8006 0003 BB298F2C6EC7 0007C045

  0295 0041 8006 0003 BB298EF1788E 0007C013

  0295 0041 8007 0003 BB2C38B483D0 0007BD3B

  0295 0041 8007 0003 BB29A9169552 0007BD41

  0295 0041 8007 0003 BB29A2A30C78 0007BC40

  0295 0041 8007 0003 BB298F2C7465 0007C007

  0295 0041 8007 0003 BB298EF18D5B 0007C012

The second portion of the report shows the following information:

DELETED RIDS REPORT PRODUCED BY JOB: MM148R2    USER: CAUSER   DATE: 2006- 03-24 15:10 GMT

1 DBID PSID UCDATE  UCTIME    START RBA    STOP  RBA   START LRSN   STOP  LRSN  PART MEMB   RID

  0295 0041 050304 14000881 00058A9FF7D7 00058AA38DD0 BB29940CE257 BB299770C084 0002 0003 0007BC15

  0295 0041 050304 14393897 00058ABB6B56 00058AC60898 BB299CE13EFD BB29A1A6DEDF 0002 0003 0007BC16

  0295 0041 050304 14555478 00058AC2899C 00058AC8A3E7 BB29A083D6BC BB29A3A7423B 0006 0003 0007BC17

  0295 0041 050304 14492076 00058ABB9439 00058AC60AEE BB299F0C1556 BB29A1A6E8F9 0004 0003 0007BC2F

  0295 0041 050304 14531294 00058ABF0945 00058AC9EE54 BB299FE9821C BB29A4C58E9B 0001 0003 0007BC3A

  0295 0041 050304 15030417 00058AC61C2D 00058ACA138F BB29A21D59DC BB29A7022190 0004 0003 0007BC3B

  0295 0041 050304 15030424 00058AC620AC 00058ACA0EB5 BB29A21D6B3B BB29A7021517 0002 0003 0007BC3C

  0295 0041 050304 15052436 00058AC65B56 00058ACA15EA BB29A2A30C78 BB29A7022B15 0007 0003 0007BC40

  0295 0041 050304 14555331 00058AC27ADF 00058ACA1134 BB29A082743E BB29A7021B93 0003 0003 0007BC43

  0295 0041 050304 14000897 00058A9FFF3B 00058AA39068 BB29940D07C0 BB299770D7C2 0003 0003 0007BC45

  0295 0041 050304 14555416 00058AC28232 00058AC75D71 BB29A0834494 BB29A3A73ADD 0005 0003 0007BC46

  PAGE 000007BC             RIDS DELETED 0000000B                       

                                                                        

  DBID PSID UCDATE  UCTIME    START RBA    STOP  RBA   START LRSN   STOP

  0295 0041 050504 16272693 00059A333486 00059A711D95 BB2C38B480C8 BB2C3B53280A 0004 0003 0007BD07

  0295 0041 050504 16272693 00059A3330AC 00059A711ACE BB2C38B47F3A BB2C3B53253E 0002 0003 0007BD08

  0295 0041 050304 15353561 00058ACD989C 00058AD11EE0 BB29A9626480 BB29ACC0668C 0004 0003 0007BD0A

  0295 0041 050504 16272695 00059A333E66 00059A712621 BB2C38B483D0 BB2C3B533D90 0007 0003 0007BD3B
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  0295 0041 050504 16272694 00059A333B38 00059A71235A BB2C38B482FF BB2C3B533231 0006 0003 0007BD3C

  0295 0041 050504 16272685 00059A332BF1 00059A711807 BB2C38B46D51 BB2C3B531F3C 0001 0003 0007BD3E

  0295 0041 050304 15341623 00058ACA323A 00058AD10EC6 BB29A9169552 BB29ABA20B48 0007 0003 0007BD41

  0295 0041 050504 16272694 00059A33380A 00059A712093 BB2C38B481CB BB2C3B532D87 0005 0003 0007BD49

  PAGE 000007BD             RIDS DELETED 00000008                       

                                                                        

  DBID PSID UCDATE  UCTIME    START RBA    STOP  RBA   START LRSN   STOP

  0295 0041 050604 00440426 0005A8168D18 0005AAC7D888 BB2CA7B571EF BB2CAB2AAB34 0004 0003 0007BE4B

  PAGE 000007BE             RIDS DELETED 00000001                       

                                                                        

  DBID PSID UCDATE  UCTIME    START RBA    STOP  RBA   START LRSN   STOP

  0295 0041 050604 00440426 0005A81691AA 0005AAE03105 BB2CA7B57336 BB2CAC48CEE5 0006 0003 0007BF01

  PAGE 000007BF             RIDS DELETED 00000001                       

                                                                        

  DBID PSID UCDATE  UCTIME    START RBA    STOP  RBA   START LRSN   STOP

  0295 0041 050304 13381974 00058A933E58 00058A9C8CFB BB298F2C7465 BB29934B9994 0007 0003 0007C007

  0295 0041 050304 13371797 00058A9240EE 00058A92670D BB298EF18D5B BB298EF22802 0007 0003 0007C012

  0295 0041 050304 13371788 00058A922BF9 00058A926436 BB298EF1788E BB298EF21E97 0006 0003 0007C013

  0295 0041 050304 13381962 00058A932E0C 00058A9C8134 BB298F2C583C BB29934B590A 0002 0003 0007C016

  0295 0041 050304 13381964 00058A9334B0 00058A9C85EA BB298F2C5D26 BB29934B8141 0004 0003 0007C017

  0295 0041 050304 13381963 00058A933178 00058A9C838F BB298F2C5B26 BB29934B699E 0003 0003 0007C033

  0295 0041 050304 13381959 00058A932A98 00058A9C7E94 BB298F2C516E BB29934B3EBD 0001 0003 0007C034

  0295 0041 050304 13381966 00058A9337E8 00058A9C8845 BB298F2C6394 BB29934B8637 0005 0003 0007C040

  0295 0041 050304 13381972 00058A933B20 00058A9C8AA0 BB298F2C6EC7 BB29934B93FE 0006 0003 0007C045

  PAGE 000007C0             RIDS DELETED 00000009                       

                                                                        

  DBID PSID UCDATE  UCTIME    START RBA    STOP  RBA   START LRSN   STOP

  0295 0041 050304 13371766 00058A91C31A 00058A9255CA BB298EF1409C BB298EF1BA18 0001 0003 0007C345

  0295 0041 050304 13371774 00058A91D832 00058A9258A1 BB298EF1501F BB298EF1E8B2 0002 0003 0007C346

  0295 0041 050304 13371779 00058A91ED0E 00058A925B78 BB298EF160BE BB298EF1FD9E 0003 0003 0007C347

  0295 0041 050304 13371783 00058A920204 00058A925E4F BB298EF16B99 BB298EF206B8 0004 0003 0007C348

  0295 0041 050304 13371785 00058A9216E0 00058A92615F BB298EF17049 BB298EF2114C 0005 0003 0007C349

  PAGE 000007C3             RIDS DELETED 00000005                      

If you are satisfied with the preview results and you want to delete the records, resubmit the job using PREVIEW NO. You
can also omit PREVIEW entirely. See the following examples:

MODIFY SYSLGRNX PREVIEW NO

MODIFY SYSLGRNX

Merge Full and Incremental Image Copies
This Merge/Modify sample job merges full and incremental image copies for all partitions of a tablespace and writes a new
up-to-date full image copy to the MERGECPY DD.

You can use MERGECOPY to merge full and incremental image copies for all partitions of a tablespace and write a new
up-to-date full image copy to the MERGECPY DD. The following sample job uses tablespace CCTS0R01.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid',
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//         REGION=7M

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//MERGECPY DD  DSN=PDCJC.CCTS0R01.PCOPY01(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),           

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5),RLSE),                      

//             VOL=SER=(TEST10)                                        

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                      

     MERGECOPY TABLESPACE CCDB0R01.CCTS0R01                                 

     DSNUM ALL                                                              

     NEWCOPY YES                                                            

     COPYDDN(MERGECPY)                                                      

/*    

Accumulate Multiple Tablespaces
This Merge/Modify sample job shows how to merge full and incremental image copies and apply the active logs for all
partitions of multiple tablespaces.

Merge/Modify writes a new image copy for each tablespace and registers both copies in SYSCOPY.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//NEWCOPY1 DD  DSN=data-set-name(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),           

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(?,?),RLSE),                      

//             VOL=SER=(TEST10)                                        
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//NEWCOPY2 DD  DSN=data-set-name(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),           

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(?,?),RLSE),                      

//             VOL=SER=(TEST10)                                        

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                      

  ACCUMULATE TABLESPACE database-name.tablespace-name                

                DSNUM ALL

                COPIES COPY01 (Y,NEWCOPY1,,LP)

             TABLESPACE database-name.tablespace-name

                DSNUM ALL

                COPIES COPY01 (Y,NEWCOPY2,,LP)

             ARCHIVES-ONLY NO

             CHECK-DUPLICATES YES

/*

Accumulate Changes for Multiple Tablespaces
This Merge/Modify sample job shows how to accumulate changes for multiple tablespaces.

The following sample job accumulates changes for three tablespaces into two separate LOG DDNs.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=db2.loadlib,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTIMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//LOGLP1 DD  DSN=PDCJC.DBXX.LP(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),           

//           UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(?,?),RLSE),  

//           VOL=SER=(TEST10)

//LOGLB1 DD  DSN=PDCJC.DBXX.LB(+1),DISP=(CATLG),

//           UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(?,?),RLSE),                      

//           VOL=SER=(TEST10)                                        

//LOGLP2 DD  DSN=PDCJC.DBZZ.PART1.LP(+1),DISP=(CATLG),

//           UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(?,?),RLSE),                      

//           VOL=SER=(TEST10)                                        

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                      

     ACCUMULATE CHANGES

     LOG-DDN(LOGLP1, LP, LOGLB1, LB)

     TABLESPACE DBXX.TS01 DSNUM ALL
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     TABLESPACE DBXX.TS02 DSNUM ALL

     LOG-DDN(LOGLP2, LP)

     TABLESPACE DBZZ.TS01

     SORTLOG

/*

Create a Copy of an Image Copy
This Merge/Modify sample job shows how to create a copy of an image copy.

You can use COPY-IMAGE-COPY to create a copy of an image copy.

//jobname  JOB  your job statement parameters,

//     CLASS=?,MSGCLASS=?,NOTIFY=userid

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,

//         PARM='EP=UTLGLCTL/ssid,RESTART(BYPASS)',

//         REGION=7M

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=DSN.Vxxx.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

//*

//PTILIB   DD DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR,                      

//         DD DSN=Dxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT DISP=SHR                  

//         DD DSN=DSN.Vxxx.SDSNLOAD DISP=SHR                      

//*                                                                

//PTIPARM  DD DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM,DISP=SHR                           

//*

//PTIMSG   DD  SYSOUT=*                                            

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1),RLSE)               

//MERGECPY DD  DSN=PDLJO.LJTS0E03.ICOPY01(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),       

//             UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5),RLSE),               

//             VOL=SER=(UTL015)                                    

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                  

        MERGECOPY TABLESPACE LJDB0E01.LJTS0E03                             

        DSNUM ALL                                                          

        NEWCOPY YES                                                        

        COPYDDN(,MERGECPY)                                                      

        COPY-IMAGE-COPY LAST-COPY                                               

/*
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Messages
Merge/Modify generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that can
occur.

Typically, ISPF messages are documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages,
press the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To browse all Database Management Solutions for Db2 messages, go to Messages for Database Management Solutions
for Db2.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe eLearning Library
• Broadcom Digital Badges (showcase your skills and competencies)

– Detector digital badge
– Log Analyzer digital badge
– RC/Query digital badge
– SYSVIEW for Db2 digital badge

• Mainframe Learning Paths:
– Database Administration Suite for Db2

Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and the following RC/Query courses:
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• Overview
• Report customization, package, list, and table list commands
• Advanced commands

– Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2 and core foundations for Plan
Analyzer.
This learning path also includes the following Detector and Subsystem Analyzer courses:

• Getting started
• Standard collection
• Exception and error collection
• Batch reporting

This learning path also includes the following SYSVIEW for Db2 courses:

• Overview
• Set up your user profile
• Monitor pool metrics at the SSID level
• Monitor application and thread performance
• Monitor current and historical SQL activity
• Work with probe and trace requests
• Use the exception monitor

– Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

– Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer, Quick
Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:
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https://community.broadcom.com/education/viewdocument/ca-database-tuning-optimization-an?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e&tab=librarydocuments
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/broadcom-mainframe-product-roadmap-series
https://www.youtube.com/user/Educate
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLynEdQRJawmyddLDCpW07rWC21nDcSTex
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/
https://mainframe.broadcom.com/blog
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=45ba021d-aa18-4825-ace0-21b4c0d451ee
https://community.broadcom.com/education/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=bd92ecf3-d291-44ae-87ef-f17f7697397e
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• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/broadcom-mainframe-software/
https://twitter.com/BroadcomMSD
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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